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ABSTRACT

WANG, JIN-DER. Analysis of Adaptive filter Algorithms with an Application to

Harmonic Noise Cancellation in Distribution Power Line Communications. (Under

the direction of Dr. Henry Joel Trussell.)

Some well-known adaptive algorithms such as the least mean squares (LMS)

and the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithms are reviewed, and the properties

of some newly developed fast RLS algorithms such as the fast Kalman (FK), the

fast a priori estimation sequential technique (FAEST), and the fast transversal

filter (FTF) algorithms are investigated. These adaptive algorithms are applied to

the problem of harmonic noise cancellation in distribution power line communica

tions.

The fast RLS algorithms were derived independently, from different

approaches, and no connection had previously been made. They are rederived with

a unified approach, and their mathematical equivalence is shown by examining

certain algorithmic quantities and initial conditions. Based on this work, an

improved rescue variable is then proposed which can detect the tendency of algo

rithm divergence earlier than previously proposed rescue variables.

Adaptive filters are applied to harmonic noise cancellation m distribution

power line communications. It is shown that most filter taps can be constrained to

zero to reduce computational complexity. The constrained LMS and RLS algo

rithms are derived for a general constraint problem, and the constrained FK



algorithm is derived for harmonic noise cancellation.

Simulations of applying adaptive filters to noise cancellation were done in the

presence and absence of hard limiters using noise recorded in a power distribution

substation. It is shown that both constrained and unconstrained adaptive noise

cancellation filters can be used effectively in tandem with an optimal hard limiter.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. An Overview of Adaptive Filters

Adaptive digital filtering techniques have been shown to be effective in a wide

range of practical applications where the signal is nonstationary or there is insuffi

cient a priori knowledge ~f the expected signal and noise parameters to design

optimal fixed filters. The increased computational speed and performance capabil

ities of modern digital hardware has made it possible to use adaptive filtering tech

niques in a wide range of applications in recent years. Representative applications

include noise cancellation [1]-[3], echo cancellation [4]-[8]' data equalization [9]-[11]'

predictive deconvolution [12], instantaneous frequency tracking [13]-[15]' adaptive

predictive coding [45]-[47] speech processing [16]-[19]' intrusion detection [20]-[21],

spectral estimation [22]-[23], beamforming [24]-[28], radar clutter rejection [29],

data communication [30]-[31]' system identification [32]-[:33], narrow-band interfer

ence rejection [34], narrow-band signal enchancement [35]-[42]' and narrow-band

signal detection [43]-[44]. As discussed in the above references, a variety of adap

tive estimation techniques have been used to provide time-varying estimates of the

Wiener filter parameters. These include finite impulse response (FIR), infinite

impulse response (IIR), and lattice adaptive algorithms. This dissertation will

investigate several most promising adaptive algorithms and apply these algorithms

to adaptive harmonic noise cancellation in distribution line communication.



1.2. Introduction to Adaptive Noise Cancelling

The usual method of estimating a signal corrupted by additive noise is to pass

it through a filter that tends to suppress the noise while leaving the signal rela

tively unchanged. The design of such filters is the major problem of optimal filter

ing, which originated with the pioneering work of Wiener and was extended and

enchanced by the work of Kalman, Buey and others [48]-[53]. Noise cancelling or

suppression filters can be fixed or adaptive. The design of fixed filters is based on

prior knowledge of both the signal and the noise statistics. Adaptive filters, on the

other hand, have the ability to adj list their own parameters automatically, and

their design requires little or no a priori knowledge of signal or noise characteris

tics. Since only adaptive filters have the capability of tracking the characteristics

of a changing system, we will limit our discussion to this type of filter.

Noise cancelling is a variation of optimal filtering that is highly advantageous

in many applications. These filters make use of a reference input derived from one

or more secondary sensors located at points in the noise field where the signal is

weak or undetectable. This input is filtered and subtracted from a pr irnary input

containing both signal and noise which is correlated to that in the secondary sen

sors. As a result the primary noise is attenuated or eliminated by cancellation.

Figure 1.1 shows the schematic diagram of the adaptive noise cancelling concept.

There are various adaptive algorithms which can be used for adaptive filtering. We

will review some well-known adaptive algorithms such as the LMS algorithm [1]-



5 (n) = Si (n) + n 1 (n) error output
".I
S. (n)
~

----... Filter
Prediction output

-.,...--'

Si( n) is the signal to be detected.
nl(n) and n2(n) are noises which are uncorrelated with the signal but correlated
with each other.

Fig. 1.1 Schematic Diagram of the Adaptive Noise Cancelling Concept

[2], the RLS algorithm [75], and investigate the properties of some newly developed

fast RLS algorithms such as the fast Kalman (FK) [54]-[58], the fast a priori esti-

mation sequential technique (F AEST) [59]-[60], and the fast transversal filter

(FTF) algorithms [61]. These fast algorithms were derived independently, from dif-

ferent approaches, and no connection had previously been made. We will rederive

these fast algorithms with a unified approach [62], and show their mathematical

equivalence by examining certain algorithmic quantities and initial conditions.

Based on this work, we will also propose an improved rescue variable which can

detect the tendency of algorithm divergence earlier than previously proposed res-

cue variables. Then, we will show the use of adaptive algorithms in the area of
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noise reduction for distribution power line comrnunication systems. To save corn

putations, we will also derive algorithms which constrain insignificant filter taps to

zero for the adaptive ha rrnon ir noise cancellation rase. These constrained adaptive

algorithms can also be applied to different problems such as long-term prediction

in adaptive predictive coding for speech signals and multipath propagation channel

correction.

1.3. An Overview of Power Line Communications

Within the broad area of power line communications, there are several dif

ferent applications [63]-[67], such as load management, remote meter reading, and

distribution equipment monitoring and control, which can use power lines as a

medium for communications. The distribution power lines are also being used for

voice-grade communications in remote housing areas, and in the home for local

control and monitoring of appliances. Power line communication is implemented

by injecting a signal onto the existing transmission or distribution power lines

owned by the public utilities. This signal is then received elsewhere on the power

system, and the signal is acted upon.

Power lines are traditionally a very noisy environment in which to transmit

signals, and are divided into two broad categories by the utility industry: transmis

sion and distribution power lines. Transmission power lines are these which carry

power from the generator to the distribution substations, where they branch out to

individual homes; at this point they are called distribution power lines.



All manner of devices are connected to the distribution power lines. These

devices, such as light dimmers, universal motors and other common household

appliances [68]-[7~], might contain switching devices which can inject large

voltage/current spikes anywhere onto the distribution power lines. The large

spikes, which are generated by switching the loads on the lines, are synchronous

with the fundamental 60 Hz power signal such that they appear as 60 Hz harmon

ics. Generally these harmonics are not very large compared to the 60 Hz funda

mental. However, when it is desired to transmit signals over the distribution power

lines, these harmonics can be a serious problem, especially when signals are

transmitted over a distance long enough to cause substantial attenuation of the

signal, thus decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio. The signal transmission can

become very difficult, if the harmonic noise is not removed from the line by some

type of filtering technique.

Transmission power lines do not have consumer or industrial switching dev

ices connected to them because they are high voltage lines llsed exclusively to carry

power from the generator to the distribution substations. They are therefore much

cleaner than distribution power lines, and make a better transmission medium.

The current interest in power line communications is directed toward the distribu

tion power line so that the utilities may access individual homes and commercial

customers.
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1.3.1. Filtering of Power Line Noise

Most distribution line communication (OLC;) systems attempt to avoid the

effects of the harmonic noise by using a severely limited data rate which is an even

divisor of the nominal 60 E-Iz power frequency and a carrier frequency that places

the spectrum of the communication signal between the spikes of the harmonic

noise in the frequency domain. These synchronous OLC systems assume that the

noise occurs at fixed harmonics (multiples of 60 Hz) by designing the signal spec

trum to be zero at the noise harmonics [65]-[66]. Conceptually, these synchronous

DLe systems employ a set or fixed bandpass filters to remove the harmonic noise.

However, only limited success has been achieved. A serious problem that these sys

tems encounter is that the characteristics of harmonic noise are affected by drifting

power frequency, drifting harmonic bandwidth, and a changing distribution net

work. As reported in [69], the 60 Hz power signal carl vary about ± 0.08%, and the

harmonics are not ideal sinusoids: their band width can vary from 3 Hz to 6 Hz.

The variation of power frequency might not be much of a problem at low frequen

cies, but at high frequencies this variation becomes significant. For example, at

baseband, a ± 0.08% variation in the 60 Hz power frequency causes the frequency

to vary from 59.952 Hz to 60.048 Hz; that is, a band width of only 0.096 Hz. How

ever, at 200th harmonic (12 kHz), the frequency varies from 11.99 kHz to L2.01

kHz; that is, a bandwidth of 19.2 Hz. Thus, OLe systems which use fixed filters are

susceptible to variation in the harmonic noise. However, adaptive filters can be
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designed to take these variations into account [73]"

Since the harmonic noise is man if'est.ed by large spikes in the t ime domain, it

IS natural to try to attenuate their effect by preprocessing the signal with a hard

I"t d 1"" (" I" If)amp I u e irruter (' ipper . Many DLC~ systems currently in use employ hard

limiters to reduce this type of noise prior to detection of the signal. We will show

that an adaptive noise cancellation filter can be used effectively in tandem with

hard limiters [73]-[74].

1.4. Outline of Dissertation

In Chapter 2, we review some well-known and some newly developed adaptive

algorithms. In Chapter 3, we describe a unified approach deriving the fast RLS

algorithms, such as the F'K, F AEST, and FTF algorithms, and shows their

mathematical equivalence by examining the algorithmic quantities and initial con-

ditions defined in this approach. In Chapter 4, we develop constrained adaptive

algorithms for applications such as the long-term prediction of adaptive predictive

coding for speech signals, the harmonic noise cancellation of distribution power

line communications, and multipath propagation channel correction. In Chapter 5,

we describe the adaptive cancellation of harmonic noise in the distribution power

line communications. It is shown that the adaptive noise cancellation filter can be

used effectively in tandem with hard limiters. In Chapter 6, we summarize impor-

tant results achieved during the course of this research and propose some topics of

future research.
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CHAPTER 2

INTRODUCTION TO ADAPTIVE ALGORITHMS

2.1. The Least Mean Squares Algorithm

The least mean squares (LMS) algorithm [1]-[3] adaptively computes a filter

which minimizes a mean squared error. This algorithm is different from the least

squares (LS) approach which minimizes a weighted sum of squared residual errors.

The LS approach will be discussed in the next section. It can be noted that the

mean squared error is a quadratic function of the filter parameters, which can be

pictured as a concave hyperparaboloidal surface in N-space [1]. Adjusting the filter

parameters to minimize the mean squared error can be done by "descending" along

this surface until the nbottom n of the paraboloid is found. The steepest-descent

method can be used to do this. The LMS algorithm is derived by using this

method. A sketch of the development of the LMS equations is given below. The

prediction error is defined as:

e(n) = d(n) - y&(n)wN(n-1), (2.1)

where d(n) is the desired response at time n, YN(n) is a vector of the most recent N

input signal samples, e(n) is the prediction error at time n, wN(n) is a vector of the

estimated filter parameters, N is the number of filter taps. We define the gradient

as the partial derivative of E[e2(n)] with respect to WN° The optimal filter param-

eters w; is found by setting the gradient to zero, or the Wiener-Hopf equation,
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* - R- 1
WN - yy ryd' (2.2)

where Ryy is the autocorrelation matrix of y and Tyd is the crosscorrelation vector

between y snd d. The iterative procedure of (2.2) is updated by taking the present

filter value and adding a change to it proportional to the negative of the gradient

wN(n) = 'wN(n-l) - JiVw E [e(n)2],

where Ii is the step size, and V is the gradient operator.

(2.3)

Note that (2.3) actually implements the steepest-descent algorithm and relies

on finding the gradient of the mean squared error with respect to wNCn). How-

ever, the mean squared error is unknown. Widrow [1] approximated the mean

squared error by the instantaneous squared error and called this algorithm the

LMS algorithm. It can be shown that after the approximation (2.2) reduces to

wN(n) = wN{n-l) + 2li e{n )YN(n ).

It can also be shown that Ii must satisfy the inequality,

(2.4)

o < Ii < l/~max ,

to assure algorithm stability, where ~max is the maximum eigenvalue associated

ith R It is well-known that the eigenvalue l:max satisfies the inequality,WI sv: ~

~max ~ trace [R yy ]'

where

(2.5)

N T
trace [R yy ] = ~~i = E[YN(n)YN(n)].

i=l

For practical applications, the input to the LMS algorithm might be a process with
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slow time-variation of input statistics. To assure algorithm stability, f-L must be

changed according to input statistics. A modified LMS algorithm, the so-called

normalized LMS (NLMS) algorithm [2], is used in practice for this purpose. Let us

define the cumulative instantaneous signal power, Pin (n), where

(2.6)
1

Then we can replace fJ. by so that the step size adjusts automatically
Pin (n )

according to the input signal power. The NLMS algorithm is thus written as:

(2.7)

Since the LMS algorithm is relatively simple and generally well understood

algorithm that permits the solution of a large class of problems encountered in sig-

nal processing, it is the principle algorithm in use today. It takes only 2N multipli-

cations per iteration, where N is the filter length. However, the behavior of the

LMS algorithm is very sensitive to the relative strength of orthogonal components

of the input signal. If the eigenvalues exhibit a wide spread, the LMS algorithm

will converge very slowly for the small eigenvalues. Thus the convergence speed is

limited by the weak signal components. Although the simplicity and well-

understood stability of the LMS algorithm makes it the predominant learning

method in adaptive signal processing, the undesirable dependence of its conver-

gence rate on the input signal statistics has prompted much research into alterna-

tives that converge with less dependence on such statistics.
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2.2. The Least Squares Algorithm

Instead of minirnizing the mean-square error, the LS approach minimizes a

weighted sum of squared residual errors defined as:

n

~(wN(n)) = 2: a(-n-i)[d(i) - wJ(n)YN(i)]2,
i=O

(2.8)

where {a(0),a(1),a(2), ...} is a sequence of the "forgetting" weights. Two common

choices for this weight sequence are

a(i) = AZ
• forO < A < l,

and

{~'
for o < z· :5 N[-l

a{i) ==
otherwise,

0

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

where l\ is the" forgetting factor". The first choice is called an exponential weight-

ing. The effect of the past samples fades out exponentially. The second choice is

called sliding window forgetting. It uses only the last N{ samples to do the adaptive

processing and those samples are weighted equally. Both weighting schemes can be

used to handle slow time-variation of the input statistics. The exponential weight-

ing scheme is commonly used in digital signal processing applications, and it will

be considered here.

The LS algorithm can be summarized as follows:

(2.10)

where

(2.11)
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TN(n) = ATN(n - 1)+ YN(n )d(n ). (2.12)

Here, RNN is a weighted short time estimate of the input signal autocorrelation

matrix and rN is a short time estimate of the correlation vector between YNand d.

Using the matrix inverse lemma [76] on (2.11) and grouping the intermediate

terms properly yields a form similar to the LMS algorithm:

(2.13)

Comparing (2.13) to (2.3) we see that the constant step size in the LMS algo-

rithm has been replaced by the inverse of a matrix RNN{n). Here, RN"J(n) essen-

tially offers more than the simple step size in the LMS algorithm or the simple

power normalization (varying the step size inversely with signal power) in the nor-

malized LMS algorithm. It adjusts the adaptation in each eigenvector direction by

the signal power in that direction. Thus convergence becomes less sensitive to sig-

nal statistics.

Since it takes O( N3 ) multiplications to compute the inverse of RNN{ n)

directly by Gaussian elimination and backward substitution, current technology

makes this direct solution impossible for real-time signal processing, where N is

typically on the order of 100 to 1000. Instead of solving RNJ'i( n) directly, many

algorithms such as the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm [75], the fast Kal-

man (FK) algorithm [541-[58], the fast a priori estimation sequential technique

(FAEST) algorithm [591-[60], and fast transversal filter (FTF) algorithm [61] have

been proposed to solve it more efficiently. They ail center on exploiting the struc-
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ture of RNN · We will introduce these fast algorithms in the following sections.

2.2.1. The Recursive Least Squares Algorithm

The recursive least squares algorithm is used to reduce the number of compu

tations to O(lV
2

) multiplications per iteration. We will present this algorithm

without detailed derivation. The reader is directed to [7,5] for detailed derivation.

wN(n) = wN(n-l) + kN{n)e(n)

RN"J(n-l)YN(n)
kN ( n) =

~ + yJ(n)RNrJ(n -l)YN(n)

RNJ(n) = l.[RNJ(n-1) - kN(n)yJ(n)RNJ(n-1)]
~

Here, kN ( n ) can be rewritten as:

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

kN(n) = RNJ(n)YN(n), (2.17)

where kN ( n) is usually referred to as the Kalman gain vector because of the simi-

larity of (2.14-2.16) to a Kalman filter [50]-[51].

2.2.2. The Fast Kalman, FAEST, and FTF Algorithms

In the past few years, fast algorithms further exploiting the special properties

of RNN have been proposed, with the cost of computing the Kalman gain vector

reduced to O(N) multiplications per iteration. They can be classified into two

categories by their approach to the solution. One is the fixed-order (Kalman) type

least squares algorithm, and the other is the lattice (ladder) or variable-order type

algorithm. The discussion here will be limited to fixed-order type least squares

algorithms. Of particular interest are the filters based on the least squares
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approach which include the fast Kalman (FK) algorithm [54]-[58]' the fast a priori

estimation sequential technique (F AEST) algorithm [59]-[60J, and the fast

transversal filter (FTF) algorithm [61]. These three algorithms were derived

independently, from different approaches; no connection was previously made

among these three algorithms. Several comparisons [61] have been done on these

filters with the results showing little difference. In chapter 3 we will show that

these three filters are mathematically equivalent: the differences in performance

result from the finite arithmetic effects due to the particular implementation.
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(~HAPTElt :J

UNIFIED DERIVATION OF f'K, FAEST, AND FTF ALGORITHMS

3.1. Introduction

The three fast fixed-order RLS algorithms, the FK, F AEST, and FTF algo

rithms, exploit the property that R NN ( n - 1) is closely related to RNN('n); most of

the elements of RNN(n) are available from RNN( n -1). Recognizing this property,

Morf, Ljung, Kailath, and Falconer [54]i-[56] were able to reduce the computa

tional complexity of updating the Kalman gain vector to 8N multiplications per

iteration. This algorithm is now commonly referred to as the fast Kalman algo

rithm. It was derived using somewhat complicated matrix manipulations. Samson

[57] later rederived the FK algorithm from a vector-space viewpoint. Recently,

Carayannis, et al. [59]-[60] introduced the F AEST algorithm which requires only

5N multiplications per iteration. This complexity reduction is achieved through a

different definition of the Kalman gain vector, the "alternative" Kalman gain vec

tor, introducing an "a posteriori error" formulation of the problem in contrast to

the "a priori error" formulation in the FK algorithm [,')4]-[58]. It was also derived

using complicated matrix manipulations. Motivated by the work of Carayannis, et

aI., Cioffi and Kailath [61] derived independently another 5N algorithm they called

the FTF algorithm, from a vector-space viewpoint.

Since the FK, F AEST and FTF algorithms were derived independently, from

different approaches, no connection had previously been made among these three
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algorithms. It is the pu r pose of this chapter to demonstrate a unified derivation of

these three algorithms frorn a vector-space viewpoint. This unified derivation is

achieved by examining the redundancies existing in the ~'(( algor it hm. Therefore,

in Section 3.2 Sarnsons derivation of the FK algorithm [,j 7] will he reviewed and

the redundancies will be pointed out. In Section 3.3. the f"AEST and FTF algo

rithms will be derived by simplifying the FK algorithm. This is achieved through

careful examination of certain quantities defined for this unified derivation. By

examining these quantities and the initial conditions of these fast algorithms, we

will demonstrate their mathematical equivalence; the differences in performance

result from the finite arithmetic effects due to the particular implementation. In

Section 3.4, an improved rescue variable will be proposed. We believe that this uni

fied derivation can result in a better understanding of these fast algorithms.

3.2. Review of the Fast Kalman Algorithm

In the past few years, the vector-space approach has been demonstrated to be

effective in deriving fast algorithms. Therefore, this approach will be adopted here.

The derivation of the FK algorithm frorn a vector-space viewpoint has been dis

cussed in detail in [,57]. A review of this work will be given here in order that the

reader may gain insight into the concept of the unified derivation.

The input signal is assumed to be "pre-windowed". That is y(n)===O, for n~O.

The input vector containing the most recent M input samples is defined as:



YM(n) = [y(n)y(n-1) '" y(l)a ... alT,
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(3.1)

where M is an arbitrarily large integer (M> >n). This fixes the dimensionality of

the vector space by appending zeros to the end of the input vector and helps to

avoid some abiguities which can arise when time advances. These zeros have no

effect when inner products are defined. The data matrix which contains the N

most recent input vectors is defined as:

YMN(n) = [YM(n) YM(n-l) .... YM(n-N+l)]. (3.2)

The vector space to be dealt with is a subspace of RM , with the M dimensional

vector space defined over real numbers. The basis vectors for this subspace are the

columns of YMN( n).

Before deriving the FK algorithm, operators useful in the vecto- space

approach will be defined. Although the introduction of these operators might

seem arbitrary now, their usefulness will become clear later. For simplicity, the

forgetting factor A is assumed to be unity. The case with variable A can be derived

similarly.

The pinning vector,c

The Mxl pinning vector is defined as:

IT = [1 aaa·· · O] T. (3.3)

The product of a T with any time-dependent Mxl vector reproduces the most

recent time component of this vector.

The shifting matrix,S

The MxM shifting matrix is defined as:
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o 1 0 .. 0

. 010

s= . . . 0 1 0

. () 1

o .... 0

(3.4)

The product of S with any time-dependent Mx l vector shifts this vector one sam-

pie back. This property also holds for any time-dependent rnatrix with ~1 rows. As

examples,

SYiW"N ( n) == [Yi\! ( n - 1) YM ( n - 2) ... YM ( n - N)] == YMN ( n - 1)

The residual oper-ator .P" ·

sYM ( n) = [y (-n -- 1) Y(n -- :2 ) y(l) a ... o]T == YM(n-l) (3.5)

(3.6)

The NlxM operator P y is defined as:

(3.7)

where I is the MxM identity matrix. One can easily verify that PyP y == Py and

Py == P yT; thus P y is an orthogonal projection operator. As a shorthand notation,

we define

PyO(n -1) = po: YMN(n - L)}'

where MN is the dimension of Y.

A physical in ter pret.at.ion of this residual operator, Py(n -1), can be given.

The product of P y(n - 1) with the new input vector YMCn) yields a Mxl residual

error vector:

e~(n) = PY(n -l)YM(n). (3.8)

The new input vector is best estimated (in the least squares sense) by the linear



(3.9)
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combination of the columns of Y.WN('n -1) which are the basis vectors for the sub-

space of time n-1. We can verify this by substituting the definition of the residual

operator of (3.7) into the above equation. This yields

e~{n )

= {I - YMN(n-l)[Y~N(n-l)YMN(n-l)]-lY~N(n-l)}YM(n)

= YM{n) - YMN(n-l)AN(n),

where AN(·n) can be considered as the forward prediction filter obtained by minim-

The order updating formula

The order updating formula relates an operator to a new operator obtained by

expanding the dimensionality of a subspace. The incorporation of a new basis vec-

tor into the old orthogonal projection operator is a direct sum of the old projection

operator and the orthogonal contribution of this new basis vector.

Pu,V = Py - pyU[UTpyUrlUTpy,

where V is a matrix and U is a vector, with the same number of rows.

The time updating formula

(3.10)

This formula relates an operator to a new operator, of same dimensionality, when

time advances. When a new input vector becomes available, the oldest input vector

is discarded; thus the basis vectors of the vector space change, and the projection

operator should be updated accordingly. The formula holds as long as

58 T = [ _ oo T .

The time updatting formula is

(3.11)



Py = S r PSyS + P,? TU[U r P~,ul IU 7'Pr.
The prediction operator,(J rJ

Qy = [ - Y( }"T~~T.~,}~) 1 }/T.STS.

As a shorthand notation, we define

Qy(n-l) = QfYMN(n-l)}~

where MN is the dimension of IT.
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(3.12)

(3.13)

A physical interpretation of the prediction operator, Qy(n -1), can be given.

The product of Qy(n -1) with the new input vector YM(n) produces a prediction

error vector:

(3.14)

The new input vector is best predicted (in the least squares sense) by a linear corn-

bination of the columns of YMN( n - 1) which are the basis vectors for the subspace

of time n-l. We can verify this by substituting the definition of the prediction

operator of (3.13) into the above equation. This yields

EM{n)

(I - YMN(n -1) [ YJN( n -1)8 r SYMN(n -1)] -1 r,~N(n _1)S1' S }YM(n)
~ (3.15)

YM(n) - YMN(n- 1) [~r,~N(n -2)YMN(n 2) ]-1 Y,~N(n -2)YM(n -1)

YM{n) - YMN(n l)ANCn --1),

where AN{n -1) was defined in (3.9). Examining (3.9) and (3.15), we find that

they resemble each other. The only difference is the time indices of AN ( n). This

reveals that Q 0 and P" are closely related. A very important relationship [8]
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between QO and po is

rr T Qy = [(r T pyfTr 1fT T PY. (:3.l6)

where IT T P).-a is a scalar. Samson [8] did not take full ad vantage of this relation-

ship in deriving the fast Kalman algorithm; however, it will be or substantial value

in the unified derivation of the F'K, F AES"r, and FTF algorithms.

The parameter operator, K

The parameter operator K is closely related to the Kalman gain vector. The Kal-

man gain vector is the product of K with the pinning vector.

The NxM parameter operator K r is defined as:

Kv > (yTy)-lyT.

The order updating formulas

These two formulas relate Ku,v to Ku and to K v' respectively.

[K
U ] [-KuV]

Kv,V = 0 + 1 ( V T PljV)-l V T Plj,

where U is a matrix and V is a vector, with the same n urnber of rows.

K - [0 1+ [ 1 ](UTPO[!)-L[!TPO
V, V - K V - K V U v v'

where V is a matrix and U is a vector, with the same number of rows.

The time updating formula

The formula relating K S Y to K y is given as follows:

K y = KsyS + K yfTfT T QY.

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.l9)

(3.20)



In order to conform with the not.at.ion of the vector-space approach, kN(n) in

(2.17) will be rewritten using the definitions of YM( n) an d }rAfN ( n) from (;~.1) and

(3.21)

It can also be expressed in terms of the parameter operator K, and the pinning vee-

tor:

(3.22)

When time advances, the only change of the basis of the current subspace is

the newest entering input vector and the oldest discarded input vector. Recogniz-

ing this property, the FK algorithm was derived dealing with these two input vec-

tors. Therefore, the reader can expect the involvement of a "forward predictor"

(predicting forward the newest entering input vector), a "backward predictor"

(predicting backward the oldest discarded input vector), and some associated error

quantities. Let us now define certain quantities that will be useful in the deriva-

tion of a recursive computation of kN ( n).

e'(n) == yZ;(n)Py(n -l)rr

e(n) == yJ( n )Qy( n - 1)(T

r(n) == yI;(n- N)Py(n)a

-y(n) = yl;(n-N)Qy(-n)fT

AN(n) == Ky(n - L)YM(n)

DN ( n) == K y ( n )YM ( n -- N)

forward residual error

forward prediction error

backuiard residual error

backward prediction error

forward predictor

backward predictor

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.2,5)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)



E(n) = YA~(n)Py(n I)YJ,(n) forward residuul power (3.29)

F(n) = y.[,(n-N)PY(n)Y\f(n N) backward residual power (3.:30)

The quantities defined in (:-~.:2S) and (~.:30) will not be used in deriving the FK algo-

rithrn. However, they \\'i11 be needed in deriving the F~-\ES'r and F'TF algorithms.

'0/e also need to introduce kN+L(n), the so-called "extended Kalman gain vee-

tor." Replacing Nand Yin (3.22) by N+l and Yi\tf(,V+-l)(rt) respectively, we obtain

k,V+l('n) == K{Y;'vl(N_II(n)}u, (3.31)

where 0r+ 1 indicates the "extended" dimensionality. Now (3.19) allows us to

relate k/V+-L{n) to k~v(n-l). Postmultiplying (3.19) by (J, with U == YM(n) and

v == Y.\tf:V(n -1), yields

(3.32)

Here, k.'V __ L( n) is partitioned into:

kN+1(n) = [~~~)], (3.33)

where mN(n) is a Nxl vector and ~(n) is a scalar. We will now relate kN+l{n) to

k
N

( n). Postmultiplying (3.18) by rr , with U = YMN( n) and V = YM( n - N), yields

where

[
kN(n ) ] [D,v(n)]

o + I jJ..( n),
(3.34)

-L T 0 ~
jJ..(n) = [YM(n -N)TPY(n)YM(n N)] YM(n-N) Py(n)rr = F(n) (3.35)

Since kN f-1(n) is related to both kN(n) and kN(n - I), kN(n) can be evaluated by

equating the matched vectors of (3.3~) and (~t3;3). This yields
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(3.36)

However, before this equation can be evaluated. the recursive l'or ms for updating

E(n). e'(n), A.dn), E(n), -y(n). and DN(n) should be provided.

The recurs! ve form of E( n) can be obtained by prernu ltiplying (3.1S) by IT T.

E( n )

= (TT{Y:wCn) -- }TMJvCn-l)/t.lv(n---L)}

= yT(n) - y,~(n-l)itN(n-l)

(3.37)

The recursive form of 4-!N call be derived as follows. Using the time updating

formula of the K operator in (3.20), postmultiplying by YM( n), we obtain

Ky(-n -l)YM(n)

= Ky(n -2)YM(n 1) + Ky(n --l)rrrrTQy(n --l)YM(n).

Substituting the definitions in (3.27), (3.22), and (3.24) yields

(3.38)

The recursive form of e (n) can be obtained by premultiplying (3.9) by IT T:

e'(n)

= (TT{YM(n) - YMN(n-l)ANCn)}

= yT(n) - yJ(n-l)AN{n).

(3.39)

The recursive form of E(n) ran be derived as follows. Using the time updating

formula of (3.12), premultiplying by Y.~(n) and postmultiplying by YM(n), we

obtain

yJ( n )Py(n -l)YM( n)

= yJ( n)8 TPfSYMN(n h l)}SYM( n)

+ yJ(n)PY(n -l)a[u T PY(n l)a]la T PY(n --l)YM(n).

Substituting (3.16) into the above equation yields



yZ;(n)P y(n-1)YM(n)

= yZ;(n-1)P y(n-2)YM(n "'1) + YZ;(n)P},(n l)mr T(j}-(n I)!hr(n).

Substituting the definitions in (:3.:23), (3.24), and (;L:2H) into the above equation

yields

E(n) == E(n-l) + e'(n)e(n).

The recursive Iorm of )'( n) can be derived as follows. Using derivation similar

to that leading to (;_3.37), we premultiply and postmultiply QO by aT and

YM( n - N), respectively, and substitute the definition of DN(n) in (3.28). This

yields

(3.41 )

The recursive form of DN can be derived as follows. Using the time updating

formula of the K operator in (3.20), postmultiplying by YM(n - N), we obtain

Ky(n)YM(n N)

= Ky{rt - L)YM(n -N-l) - Ky(n)(TuTQY(n)YM(n--;·V).

Substituting definitions in equations (3.28), (3.26), and (:3.22) into the above yields

(3.42)

Equations (3.42) and (3.36) can be used to simultaneously solve for DN ( n) and

kN ( n) in terms of previously computed quantities. This yields

DN(n- L) + mNCn)~(n)

DN(n) = 1 - /-l(n)-y(n) .

Substitution of (3.43) into (:3.;36) will give kN ( n).

(3.43)



(3.33)

The important results of the preceding derivation are summarized below.
Summary of the FK Algorithm

e(n) = y(n) - yJ(n -1)A,y(n -1) (3.:~7)

AN(n) = AN(n - 1) + k,v(n -1)e(n) (3.38)

e'(n) = y(n) - yJ(n -- L)Aj.y(n) (
3.39)

E(n) = E(n -1) + e'(n)e(n) (3.40)

k,v+-l(n) = [kN(~-1)I+ [-A~(n)I[E(n)r1e'(n) (3.32)

Partition

[~~~)I
)'(n) = y(n-N) - yJ(n)DN(n-t) (3.41)

DN ( n - 1) + mN ( n ))'(n )
DN{n) = (3 43)

1 - fi(n)),(n) ·

kN{n) = mN(n) + DN(n)lJ.(n) (3.36)

The initial conditions are as follows: AN(O) == ON, DN(O) == ON' kN(O) == ON,
and £(0) = 8>0 to assure stability. The joint process can be updated by the
following recursion:

where

e(n) = [d(n) - yJ(n)·wN{n -1)].

3.3. Unification of the F K, F AEST and FTF Algorithms

We will derive the F AEST and FTF algorithms by examining the redundan-

cies existing in the FK algorithm. These redundancies can be eliminated by using

previous definitions and substituting efficient updates into the fast Kalman algo-

rithm derived in the last section. By this derivation from a common algorithm and
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careful examination of the initial conditions, t.hp three algorithms are shown to be

mathematically equivalent. The uu mer ical im pleruen tation is all that makes them

appear different.

A. Efficient update of the forward prediction error

Let us recall a very important relationship between Q 0 and P" ,(3.16),

(T T Q? = [a T Pya] -- L(T T Pr.
This relationship will playa central role in our unified derivation of the FK,

F ~t\EST, and FTF algor it hrns. We define u( n) as:

a( n) = IT T P y( n )a.

We define ~(n) as:

(3.44)

(3.45 )

Examining the ratio of the forward residual error of (3.23) to the forward predic-

tion error of (3.24), we find that

e'(n) = E(n)O'.(n-l). (3.46)

[f a( n) can be updated efficiently, the N multiplications for computing the for-

ward prediction error of (3.39), can be replaced by one multiplication. Since ~(n)

is the reciprocal of a( n), (~~.46) can also be rewritten as:

e'(n) = E(n) (3.47)
f3(n -- 1)

[f ~(n) can be updated efficiently, the N multiplications for computing the for-

ward prediction error of (3.39) can be replaced by one division. We will show that

the algorithm which updates u( n) is the FTF algorithm and the algorithm which
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updates ~(n) is the FAEST algorithm. Two intermediary quantities which will be

used in deriving efficient updates of cx( n) and ~(n) are defined below. The

"extended" 0.( n), 0.'(n), is defined as:

a'(n) - crT po
- {YM(N_I)(n)}(T

The"extended" ~(n), s (n), is defined as:

Q. ' ( n) - [aTPO] - 1
tJ - {YM(N-I)(n)} (J"

Note again that N+l indicate the extended dimensionality.

(3.48)

(3.49)

Since the recursion of the backward residual power F(n) will be used in the

following derivation of the efficient update of the backward predictor, we will now

derive it. Using derivation similar to that leading to (3.40), the recursive form of

F(N) can be derived. Premultiplying and postmultiplying the time updating for-

mula of (3.12) by y};(n-N) and YM(n-N), respectively, yields

F (n) = F (n - 1) + r ( n )~ (n ).

B. Efficient update of the backward predictor

(3.50)

If the dependence of kN ( n) on DN ( n) shown in (3.42) can be broken, the

extra N divisions computed in (3.43) can be eliminated. This dependence can be

broken by substituting DN ( n) defined in (3.42) into (3.34). This yields

[
kN(n ) ] [-DN(n-l)-kN(n)~(n)]

kN +1(n) = 0 + 1 lJ.(n),

[kN ( n ) ( l - ~ ( n ) J.L ( n ) ) 1 [-DN(n-l)] (3.51a)
kN +1(n) = 0 + 1 lJ.(n).

Substituting the definition of IJ.( n) in (3.35) and the recursion of F(n) in (3.50), we
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can simplify 1- ~(n )J..L( n) to

1 -- -y ( n )/-l( n) = F (n- 1)
F(n)

It will be shown in (3.62) that cdn) =
U~( n)

(3.51a) by a/(n), we obtain

(3.S1b)

Using this fact and dividing

Here, k~ + 1 (n) is partitioned into:

[
m~( n ) l

k~+dn) = /-l'(n)

Equating the rnatched vectors of (3.52) and (3.53) yields

(3.52)

y( n)
F(n-l)'

(3.53)

k~(n) = m~(n) + /-l'(n)DN(n-l) (3.54)

If k~(n) is updated instead of kN(n), the evaluation of k~(n) no longer depends on

DN ( n). The backward predictor, DN ( n), can now be evaluated, using only N mul-

tiplications, by

DN(n) = DN(n -1) + k~(n)r(n)

where we use the backward residual error defined in (:~.26).

c. Efficient update of the backward prediction error

Examining (3.52) and (3.,5:3), we find that 'Y(n) can be updated by

'Y( n) = f.L' (n )F (n - 1). (3.56)

Since F{n) can be updated efficiently, the N multiplications for computing the
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backward prediction error of (:L 11) could he replaced by one multiplicnt.ion.

D. Efficient update of the backward residual error

Although the backward residual error is not available in the FK algorithm, it

is needed here for updating F'(n). I-Iowever, since the ratio of the backward resi-

dual error to the backward prediction error, u( n), is available, the evaluation of

r(n) can easily be computed. This ratio can be found by examining (3.25) and

(~1.26).

r(n) == '"Y(n)u:(n)

It can also be rewritten as

r(n) = ~.
~(n)

(3.57)

(3.58)

In order to obtain these efficient updates, the update of a T Pya must be pro-

vided. Different updates of a T Pya will result in the F'TF and FAEST algorithms.

Update the FTF algorithm

If we choose to update IT T Pya directly, the resulting algorithm will be the

FTF algorithm. Postmultiplying (3.13) by IT and premultiplying by aT, with

U = YMN(n-l) and V == Yf\;,(n),yields

o:'(n)
- Tpo IT
- IT {YMN(n-l),YM(n)}

= rrTPY(n - l)rr (~.59)

- rrTPY(n-l)YM(n)[y~(n)PY(n- I)YM(n)] ly~(n)PY(n- l)rr

e'(n) '( )
= u( n - l ] - E(n) en.

Substituting (3.46) and (3.39) into (3.59), the above equation can be rewritten as



, E(n-I)
ex (n) = l't(n-1).

E(n) (:3.60)

Postmultiplying (3.13) by IT and premultiplying by (T T. with L' == (Y:\JN n

and V == r",\;f,V(n), yields

a'( n)
== rrTpo

{YMN(n - .V}, Y.\fN(n)} IT

= a T P }~( n )a

- IT T PH n )YM( n - :V)[Y.!t( n -- N)Pf·( n )YM( n - N)r l Y~( n - N)PY( n)IT

= u(n) - r(n) r(n).
F(n)

Substituting (3.S0) and (3.57) into (3.61) yields

, F( n)
Cl( n) = a (n) . .

F(n -1)

Substituting (;3 ..56), (3.50), and (3.57) into (3.62) yields

u(n) = u·(~).
1 .- 'Y ( n)a (n) J.l (n )

Substituting (3.60) into (3.63) completes the updating formula of a( n).

Update the FAEST algorithm

(3.61 )

(3.62)

(3.63)

If we choose to update [rrT Pya] .L, the resulting .rlgor ithrn will be the F AEST

algorithm. This term was defined as ~ and is the reciprocal of o , Since u(n) and

~(n) are updated differently, they have different numer ical properties [6] where

finite arithmetic is considered. Taking the inverse of (:3.59) and applying the

matrix inverse lemma [76], we obtain
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= [UT P{YMN(n-l),YM(nj}U] I

= [uTPy(n-l)ar l - [cr1'P y(n L)(Trl[--ITTPy(n--L)YM(n)]

([Y,!t(n)PY(n-l)YM(n)] + [y,[,(rt)Py(n-l)a][uTPy(n-L)<J]-1

[- crT PY( n - L)YM ( n )]} - IY.~( n )PY(n - L)u [IT T P}-( n - l)ar l

= [3(n-L) + cr1'QY(n-l)YJf(n)[E(n) - e'(n)E(n)rlyl;(n)QY(n-l)a

= [3 ( n -- 1) + E( n ) E( n ).
E(n-l)

Using the same procedure on (3.61), we obtain

[3'(n) = [3(n) + ~dn} -y(n).
F(n-l)

Substituting (3.56) into the above equation yields

(3.64)

(3.6Ej)

(3.66)

Since we now must update k~+l(n) instead of kN+1(n), (3.32) and (3.38) should

change accordingly. Recall that

AN(n) == /I N(n-L) + kN(n-l)e(n)

and

[
0 I [ 1 I -l IkN+1(n) = kN(n-l) + -AN(n) [E(n)] e (n)

Substituting A N ( n) defined in (3.38) into (3.32) yields

I [0 I [ L 1 E( n )
KN+1 (n ) = k~(n-l) +-AN(n-l) E(n-L)

Equation (3.38) is also changed accordingly. It becomes

(:3.67)

(3.68)



The alternative Kalman ~:Jill vector [,)9]-[60] is defined as:

ka (n) = [Y-.~N( n - L) Y.UN( n 1)1 I Y.fr( n ).

We now prove that k~( n) is ('quivalent to the alternative Kalman gain vector.

Similarly, the equivalence of k,~ /- I (n) and the "extended" alternative Kalman gain

vector can he proven.

Applying the matrix Inverse lemma [76] to yT S T ;-,'}to" and noting that

."'.~' T == I - (TIT T yields

[yT.<."T.';;'Tj-1 = [y-TYr l + [y'TY-rly-Ta[aTPyarLO'Ty["VTYrl

Postmultiplying (3.69) by yz.( n), with Y == YMN( n), yields

ka (n)

== [Y~N(n -1) YMN{n -l)]-lyZ(n)

= [Y~N(n)"VMN( n)r ly~(n) + [}r~N( n) y-MN(n)r I YMN(n)O' T

[a T Py(n )a] -la T YMN(n)[ YltN( n) YMN( n )]-1 yI;N(n)a

== k,v(n ){l + [a T Py(n )a] - La T Y,MN( n)[ rO"J~N( n) YMN( n)] - 1 Y};N{ n [o}

== kN(n){l + [aT Py(n)rr] -laT(1 Py{n))a}

== kl~r( n ).

Initial conditions

(3.69)

(3.70)

As we noticed, the FK algorithm does not explicitly lise the backward residual

power, F(n). However, it is explicitly used for the Ff\EST and FTF algorithms,

Carayannis, et al. [.59]-[60] set the initial values of E(n) and F(n) equal to a suit-

able small positive constant. We will follow the same initialization procedure as

[54]-[60], with the initial value of the backward residual power being properly

chosen, so that the mathematical equivalence among the F'K, F AEST, and FTF
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algorithms can be established.

Since the F AEST and FTF algorithms remain unaffected by the backward

residual power, when 0:5 n :s; N, the backward residual power can be determined

any time before the update of F(N+1). Examining (3.55), we obtain

F(N) = l~N+l)_
JJ. (N+l)

Since Djv(O) is normally assumed to be zero and remains unaffected until n==N+ 1,

-y(N + 1) = y(l). Clearly, the backward residual power should be chosen as

F(N) = ,y(l)
f-l(N+1)

so that the mathematical equivalence among these three algorithms can be esta-

blished.

We include a summary of the F AEST and FTF algorithms which shows their

equivalence.

Summary of the FAEST Algorithm

e(n) = y(n) - y&(n-l)AN(n-l)

e'(n) = e( n)
~(n -1)

AN(n) = AN(n-l) + k~(n-l)e'(n)

E(n) = E(n-l) + e'(n)e(n)

k~+dn) = [k~(~-1)] + [-'4 N:n - l ) ]

Partition

E( n)
ECn -1)

(3.37)

(3.47)

(3.68)

(3.40)

(3.67)



[
m~( n)]

k~+1(n) = /-l'(n)

~(n) = J.1'(n)F(n-l)

k~(n) = m~(n) + /-l'(n)DN(n-l)

, e(n)
~ (n) = ~(n-l) + e(n)

E(n-l)

~(n) = ~'(n) + J.1'(n)-y(n)

r(n) =~
~(n)

F{n) = F(n-l) + r{n)-y(n)

D(n) = D (n - 1) + k~( n )r ( n )
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(3.53)

(3.56)

(3.54)

(3.64)

(3.66)

(3.58)

(3.50)

(3.55)

F(N) = ,y(l) ,and £(0) = &>0 to avoid instability. The joint process can
J.L (N+l)

be updated by the following recursion:

, ~
wN(n) = wN(n-l) + kN(n) f3(n) ,

where

e(n) = [d(n) - YJ(n)wN(n-l)].

Summary of the FTF algorithm

e(n) = y(n) - yJ(n-l)AN(n-l)

e '(n) = e(n)a(n - 1)

AN(n) = AN(n-l) + k~(n-l)e'(n)

(3.37)

(3.46)

(3.68)



E(n) = E(n-l) + e'(n)e(n)

k~+l(n) = [k~(~-l)] + [-.4Ntn-l)] E~i~l)
Partition

[
rnN.' (n )1

k~+l(n)=
J.1 (n )

-y(n) == J..L'(n)F(n-l)

k~(n) = m~(n) + J-l'(n)D,y(n -1)

, E(n-l)
u (n) == a( n - 1)

E( n)

u(n) = u'(~} ,
1 - -y (n)a (n )f.l (n)

r(n) = -y(n)a(n)

F (n) == F (n - 1) + r (n )-y( n)

D(n) == D (n - 1) + k~( n ) r ( n )

(:3.67)

(3.53)

(3.56)

(3.54)

(3.60)

(3.63)

(3.57)

(3.50)

(3.55)

F(N) = ,y(l} ,and £(0) = &>0 to assure stability. The joint process can be
f-L(N+l)

updated by the following recursion:

where

e(n) = [d (n) - yJ(n )W N (n - 1)].
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3.4. An Improved Rescue Variable

Lin [58], and Cioffi and Kailath [61] have incorporated rescue variables into

the fast Kalman and F'TF algorithms, respectively. Lin [58] used a positive algo-

rithm parameter, the deriomi nator of (3.43), as a rescue variable. When it becomes

negative, it indicates a tendency of algorithm divergence. A similar rescue variable,

the denominator of (3.6:1), is used in [61]. It is theoretically equivalent to the rescue

variable in [.58]. Experiments in [.58] and [61] show that their rescue variables are

effective in indicating algorithm divergence.

Examining (3.51.a) or (3.62) and (3.63), we find that the rescue variables in

[58],[61] are equivalent to F(~ -1) . Since F(n) is a positive algorithm parameter,
F n)

the sign change of this rescue variable is equivalent to the sign change of F(n).

Therefore, F(n) can be used as a rescue variable. This rescue variable F(n) is avail-

able for the F AEST, FTF, arid LS lattice algorithms in contrast to the one used in

[61] which is available only for the FTF algorithm. However, an even be~ter choice

of a rescue variable is u( n). The rescue variable a( n) in the FTF and LS lattice

algorithms or the equivalent quantity, ~(n) , in the F AEST algorithm is a positive

algorithm parameter bounded between 0 and 1 [60]. Examining the following equa-

tion,

F(n) = F(n-l) + a(n)'/(n), (3.70)

we find that the sign change of a( n) is a necessary condition for that of F{n). It

means that a(n) can detect the tendency of algorithm divergence earlier than the



rescue variables in [')8]~[61]. Thus it prc vcn ts the .ilgor ithm from proceeding for-

ward unnecessar-ily. F'llrthermore. u( 11,) ran detect the teridenr-y of algorithm diver-

gence when a( n) is greater than unity which can not b~ detected by the rescue

variables in [.58]'[61].

The rescue variable a( n) is directly related to the the invertibility of the sam-

pie autocorrelation matrix and it is easily interpreted in a geometric sense. It is

shown in [.57],[60],[84] that

a(n)
= aT Yi\fN(n)[ Y,&N(n) Y,\1N(n)]-l Y!tNfT,

det[ Y!;N{n - 1) Y
1
\1N ( n - 1)]

det[ Y!;N{n) YMN( n)]

(3.71)

= 1 - sine 2
,

where H is the angle between the most recent input vector and the subspace on

which it is projected. The rescue variable a( n) is bounded by

O~a{n)~I.

If stationarity is assumed for input signals,

lima(n) = 1.
n-X

OUf experiments show that

(1) the rescue variable, u( n), is an improved rescue variable,

(2) violation of (3.72) indicates the tendency of algorithm divergence,

(3) equation (3.73) indicates algorithm convergence, and

(3.72)

(3.7~~)
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(4) abrupt change of Cl(n) indicates an "unexpcctness" of input signal (equivalent

quantity of the LS lattice algorithm was used by [47],[77] to detect the posi

tions of pitches of voiced speeches).

3.5. Summary of Unified Derivation of Fast RLS Algorithms

The FK, F AEST, FTF algorithms which were derived independently, from

different approaches, are proven to be rnat.hematically equivalent. This is achieved

by examining certain algorithmic quantities and initial conditions. Based on this

work, we also propose an improved rescue variable which can detect the tendency

of algorithm divergence earlier than previously proposed rescue variables.
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CHAPTER 4

CONSTRAINED ADAPTIVE ALGORITHMS

4.1. Introduction

There are a number of circumstances where a lengthy FIR adaptive filter (a

long impulse response duration) is required, but only a few degrees of freedom are

needed. One example is the long-term predictor (pitch predictor) for the adaptive

predictive coding (i\PC~) of speech signals. Although, a pitch period typically

ranges from 20 to :200 (8k Hz sampling rate), the long-term predictor [45]-[47]

requires only a few filter taps per pitch period. Most filter taps are constrained to

zero to reduce computational complexity. The long-term predictor is often

represented in z-transform notation by

Pd(Z) = ~lz-j\f+-l + ~2Z-i\f + ~3Z-M-l,

where M is the estimated pitch period and ~ are predicted gains. As reported in

[45], further improvement of the APC of speech signals was achieved by increasing

the filter length to cover more than one pitch period. This means that an even

more lengthy filter is required for the APC of speech signals to achieve better per-

formance.

Two other important examples which have this constraint property are:

(1) Harmonic noise cancellation for distribution power line communications [73]-

[74].
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(2) Correction of distortion caused by a multipath propagation channel [82].

Since only a small subset of filter taps requires adaptation, constrained adap-

tive algorithms can be used to reduce computational complexity. A frequency-

domain linear constrained LMS algorithm used for choosing the desired frequency

response characteristic of an adaptive antenna array was analyzed by Frost [25]. A

special case of the constrained RLS algorithm was partially derived in [79]; how-

ever, no constrained fast algorithm has been previously derived. In this chapter, we

will derive the constrained adaptive algorithms, with an emphasis on the con-

strained fast Kalman algorithm. In the following, significant filter taps will be

referred to as active filter taps, and other filter taps which are constrained to zero

will be referred to as inactive filter taps.

4.2. The Constrained LMS algorithm

Frost [25] used the Lagrange-multipler technique in deriving a frequency-

domain constrained LMS algorithm for the constraint adaptive antenna array. The

derivation of this algorithm, closely following Frost's 'York is given in Appendix A.

Here, we will derive the constrained LMS algorithm for adaptive filtering by a

simpler and more comprehensive approach. For a generalized constraint problem,

we assume that there is an Nxl weight vector which contains the filter taps, where

J taps of this vector are constrained to be constants. Let eN] be an NxJ constraint

matrix, l r be a Jxl vector which contains the desired values of the constrained

t S W be an Nxl constrained weight vector, YN(n) be an Nxl input vectorap, N
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which contains the most recent N samples, d(n) be the desired input at time n, and

e(n) be the prediction error at time n. The constrained LMS problem is stated:

(4.1)

(4.2)

where CNl = [c 1 c 2 ... Ci ... cl], and CiT = [000 ···1··· 000] where

the position of 1 corresponds to the tap which is constrained.

If we now define a projection matrix,

(4.3)

it can be proven using simple algebraic manipulation that PNN = PNNPNN and

PNN is symmetric; therefore, PNN is an orthogonal projection operator [91]. For

the special case where f J = 0, the constraint equation (4.2) is equivalent to

PNNWN = WN. Thus, the constraint equation can be adjoined to the cost function

(4.1), and the optimization problem becomes

minimize E{[d(n) - yJ(n)PNNwN]2}.
WN

Expanding the expectation term of (4.4) yields

(4.4)

E[d(n)2] - 2Ty~PNNWN + wJPJNRyyPNNWN' (4.5)

where Tyd is the crosscorrelation vector between y and d, and Ryy is the autocorre-

lation matrix of y. Taking the derivative of (4.5) with respect to WN, and setting it

to zero yields



'2 PV\i r yd + '2 P.{vRyy PV;\' »< = O.

ReQrranging C-l.6) y ie lds

('1.6)

p{vRIJY P~NW,~ = PVVryd' (1.7)

Since we are interested in the unique min irnurn norm solution, the definition of

Moore-Penrose pseudoin verse is now used [791, and the optirnal filter becomes

t _ [PT ] +-w« - NNRyyPNN PNNryd· (4.8)

The optimal filter in (4.8) looks different from that. in (4.9), which is derived in

Appendix A by using the Lagrange-rnultipler technique:

t _ R l R -lC"" [CiTR-LC ]--lCTR- 1 ( )
WlV - yy ryd w > Nl NJ yy ,VJ NJ yy ryd . 4.9

However, it can be proven using algebraic manipulation that they are equivalent.

Here, w.~ in (4.9) can be viewed as subtracting the constraint effect (the second

term in the right) from the unconstrained optimal filter response (the first term in

t
the right). On the other hand, WN in (1.8), a more comprehensive solution, is simi-

lar to that or' the unconstrained rase of (3.99) except that the autocorrelation

matrix and the crosscorrelat ion vector are replaced by their constrained versions.

Therefore, the constrained LMS algorithm can be derived following the same

approach which leads to the unconstrained LNIS algorithm.

The iterative procedure for finding the optimal filter will be derived using the

steepest-descent method. The present filter parameters are updated by taking the

previous filter parameters and adding a change proportional to the negative of the

instantaneous approximation to the gradient of (4.0). This yields



wN(n) == lOtN(n-l) 11[»1) R P ( 1) )P] (r - IV:\" .'11/ .IV/V (D/V n ~ N/V r yd . t. to)

where f..L is the step size that detor mi nr-s thf' rate of convergence and the st.ab ility of

the adaptive process, lIsing the r('la I iou , (L'iV( It) == PiV1V 10/,,( r~), we can rearrange

(4.10) as:

WN( n) = P\,v[ wv(n - L) - '21J.( Ryy 1O,y( n - L) - ryd )1.

Since the signal statistics are unknown, [R yy wN( n - L)

(4.11)

ryd] must be estimated.

The instantaneous value, - e(n )Y.vCn), is used as before as an estimate. After sub-

st it uting this estimate, (-1.11) becomes

(.t.12)

This iterative procedure is similar to that of the unconstrained LMS algorithm

except that it is premultiplied by the projection matrix, PNN . This projection

rnatrix can be interpreted geometrically as projecting the update

can implement (4.12) simply by constraining the insignificant filter taps to zero

and following the same procedure as in the unconstrained LMS algorithm. Since

the filter taps which are constrained to zeros require no computation, the con-

strained LMS algorithm would substantially decrease the computational complex-

ity.

The conditions that ensure convergence to the optimal solution will now be

determined. Since PN,v is idernpotent and PNNwN(n) == 'wN(n), (4.11) can be

rewritten as below to ease our analysis.
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wN(n) = [l - '2.Jl-P.JNIl!lyl\\IIL'v(n) t :!.Jl-PV,Vryd' (1.[:1)

Following the iteration or CL1;~) Ior n t i mvs, u'v( n) r an be written in terms of the

initial condition U'IV(O).

n - L

UlN( n) = [[- '2 Jl-PYN RyyP~Nl n 1L',v(O) + 2Jl- 2: [I '2JJ.- P,Y/V Ryyp.~vr PNNryd' (-1. L4)
z .:.=0

n -- L

wv(n) = Q l[I'2Jl-.\jnQ wv (O) + '2.Jl-:2: [l-'2JJ.-pJNRyyPNtv-l'P.VNryd,
t -=-0

(4.15 )

where .\ = QPl~Nryy P:ViVQ . I. If r he magnitudes of the diagonal elements of

[I - 2f.J.~'\] are less than or equal to unity,

lim [I -2f.J.i\]n WN(O) - null space components of w,v(O).
n -x

(4.16)

Thus, the first term of (4.15) vanishes in the limit, and the second term of (4.15)

becomes

(4.17)

adaptive process to be stable, the step size fl. must satisfy the following inequality,

L
0<1-1- <--,

JJmax

where p is the largest eigenvalue of plINRyyPNN' Combining the results of (4.15),

(4.16), and (4.17) yields
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WN(:X;) = [P;$NRyyPNNI f I\'VT'/d' p.l8)

The time constants of th(-, .ul ap t ive process are deter mined by the eigenvalues of

P:~,VR"yP,w,,-; i.r .. tht-' t irne constant for t ho pt.h mode is

1

2f.LP p

\vhere Pp is the pth eigenvalue of p,yTvR P YNI yy i •

Following the same procedure used for the unconstrained LtvlS algorithm, it

can be shown that the rnisadjustment of the constrained LNIS algorithm is given

by

(4.19)

where Pt are the eigenvalues of the matrix, P;$NRyyP,vN'

To gain insight into the change of eigenvalues of the constrained autocorrela-

tion matrix, P;~,vRyyPN,v, we will use the following theorem without proof. The

reader is referred to [78] for a detailed derivation.

Theorem:

Let A be an nxn symrnet r ic matrix with eigenvalues ~l ~~2~""·?~n·Let k be

an integer, lsk<::n. Let B be the [n-Ljxj n-Ll symrnetr ic matrix obtain by deleting

the kth row and column Irorn A, Then the ordered eigenvalues Pt of B interlace

with those of A as follows:
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c. > Il :> <:: ::> Il -:> L:. (.
Sl--t-'L-S2-t-'2-· .. ·':;.n-l·· p" L -l..n

From the above theorem. we rind that the mat.r ix. P~NRyyPNN' has J zero

eigenvalues and ~-J non-zero eigenvalues fJi where i == 1,:2, ... , LV -,I, and the

non-zero eigenvalues are bounded by the relation given by

~rnin -. fJrnin <: IJ l -s; Pmax <.::: ~max (4.20)

where ~rnin and ~max denote the smallest and the largest eigenvalue of Randyy ,

fJmin and fJma x denote the smallest and the largest non-zero eigenvalues of

What (4.20) means for the adaptive filter case is smaller eigenvalue spread,

faster convergence speed, and smaller misadjustrncn t than that of the uncon-

strained LMS algorithm. All of these features favor the constrained LMS algo-

rithm. Fu rther more, computation is substantially decreased.

Experimental verification of the significantly improved con vergence In the

case of adaptive harmonic noise cancellation for distribution power line cornmuni-

cation will be shown in Chapter ,). The improvement of convergence of the con-

strained LMS algorithm can be explained heuristically by the fact that the taps

which cause the slow con vergence of the weaker harmonics are constrained to

zeros.



4.3. l."he Constrained Reeursivp LCll.st Squar-es Algo r-it h m

The least squares algor it hui minimizes a sum of squared residual errors in

estimat.ing a -trea m of obser vat.ions. The cost function of the least squares (L~)

algori t.hm is

~(w~'V( n)) = (4.21)

where A is the exponential forgetting factor, and wN( n) contains the filter taps

estimated at time n. In this section, we are interested in the case where a subset of

the filter taps is constrained to zero. The cost function of the LS algorithm associ-

ated with the constraint equation, C'~J lVN == 0, can be written as

n
~(wlv(n)) = LAn -Z{[PNiVw/V(n)]T Ytv(i)

l L

(4.22)

where p.y.v and C.v.! were defined in the last sect ion. We will define YN( n),

y(n)

y(n-l)

y( n -- N + L)

(4.23)
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yJ(l)

yJ(2)

v' T ( )--1 ,\'n It ::-~

yJ( n)

d (1)

d(:2)

d(n)

An - 1 0 . 0

o An-2

( -1.24)

Ann c= (4.26)

.. A 0

o .. 0 1

The cost function can be rewritten as

where

en(n) = A~~[YJn(n)P,VNw.V(n) rin{n)J.

We define the following matrices:

(4.27)

(4.28)
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where RNN is the sample uu tocor nlnt iou matrix or ,1/. and DN IS the sample

crosscorrelation vector bet ween d and Y/v.

T a kill g the (1e r ivat. ivp 0f ~ ( U'.v (u )) wit h r('s pee t to inN ( n ), a nd se t ting i t to

ze-ro yields the unique tui n i mu m norm solution,

[P~.vR,,,s( n) P,VNI+ P,"N DN( n), (4.31)

where IS the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of

[PJNR N1v (n )P1VN ]· vVe are interested in der iving a recursive scheme for the con

strained LS algorithm. Since [P.~;VR.VIV(n )P,v:vI is a singular matrix, this problem

involves the use of the Moore-Penrose pseudoin verse of a matrix. The matrix

inverse lemma [76] used in the approach [75] for deriving the unconstrained RLS

algorithm is limited to the inverse of nonsingular rnatrices. Therefore, a different

approach must be used. A special case was considered in [79] but did not account

for the effect of the exponential forgetting factor. III [79], the recursion for updat

ing w,Jv( n) was derived. However, the recursion for updating the Kalman gain vec

tor and the relation between [P:~NRN1V(n )PNN ] j- and the Kalman gain vector were

not given. We will use the same methodology and derive the general case with an

exponential forgetting factor. Rewriting (1.:3l) by using the definitions in C-t.~g)

and (1.30) yields

wN{n) = [PNN YNn(n)Ar;;,.A~~ f,~n(n)PNN1!- PNN VNn(n)ft~~,4~~Gn(-n).
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[ t I., "'- ( ) T ] t- r" 1 n P .=). r I.., I" r: r' ) t-.J r l,~)
nn Nn ."IN [f V\ } .Vn(n). t rm .i.; }Vn (n)1 NoV J I NN rNn (n ).l nn .

Substituting the definition of ( l.~t1) into (-1.:32), we obtain

wN(n) = [.·tr;~! Y.~n(n)Pvvl' A~~Gn(n). (4.34)

For convenience. we will lise shorthand notations defined in (L~.5) and (1.;~6).

if (n) == [,
r

n:V( n) ~ 4 1~~L }-:~~ ( n )PtVN

Zen) == Zn(n) == ~·t~~C;n(n)

Rearranging (4.34) by using the definitions in (4.3S) and (4.:36) yields

w,v(n) == [r+(n)Z(n).

The matrix, U(n), can be partitioned into

A~U(n-l)

U(n) ==

The vector, Z(n}, can be partitioned into

Z{n) ==

d(n)

Ct.:15 )

C4.36 )

(4.37)

(4.38)

In order to derive the recursion for wN( n), the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the

partitioned matrix, U(n), is necessary. Greville [80] has shown that for any parti-

tioned matrix

(4.40)

Un

elf V is a matrix which contains vl' .... ,vn-L' and "« is a vector in the range spacen --1



Vnt- = [lI-KnlJnIV,,-I--l I K"

whpre

(,1.41)

K ==
n

L~ r: T .. T
.. n I ~ ri [lIn

+ II~' ~ ,II:!'n li n

Since there is a forgetting factor A. associated with t:(n) of (L:~8), we will make it

slight change of (t.·tO), Ct .: t1), (4.42). They become

(4.43)
Un

v.' =n

and

(4.44)

V - VT+ T
n-l n-lvn

(4.45)

Replacing Vn • v«. and K
n

In ('l.H) and (1.'15) by ern), yJ(n)PNN, and kN(n),

respecti vely, yields

U+(n) = [A,"![I~kN(n).lJ!~(n)PNNlut-(n-l) I k)n) .

- IT t- (n -- 1)t! T f- (n - l) }JvvYIV( n )
kN(n) = T T

A + YN(n)PNNl.!t-(n l){/ +(n i)P,VNYN(n)

(4.46)

(-1.47)

Knowing that (AB) t- = tJ" ,-t. ~ if and only if range space of R is an invariant space

of AA T and the range space of .-t T is an invariant space of BS T [8i], we can sim-

plify (4.47) to



- [UT(n l)l'(n L)]f-P;vvy:y(n)
kN( n) = ----=-------:-~~~~~---

X. + y,~(n)P'Vv[Ul'(n-1)U(n. L)]+- f'NNYV(n)'

Substitut ing the clef'init ion of lr(n) in (:l.:tC)) into (.1. 18) yields

[PV,VYVn(n L)..-\.(n Il(1I I)Yln(n-L)P.'V,v]~PNVYN(n)

X. + Y~( n )P v:v [Pv.v r Vn ( n -- L)A (n - ll( ri .- l) Yln (n - 1)PNN ] • P'VN Y,v( n )

Applying t he definition of R,Y:v( n) in (-1.29) to (4.48) yields

-
x. + fJ.(n)

where

(-1.49 )

(4.S0)

(4.51)

We will now derive the recursion for wN( n). Replacing U+ (n )and Z( n) in

(4.37) by their definitions in (4.46) and (4.39) yields

wv(n) = X. "'[[ ky(n)YJ(n)pNN]f U(n-l)f-x."Z(n-1) + kN(n)d(n). (4.52)

Rearranging Ct ..52) yields

WN( n)

= U(n -lrZ(n-l) - k,v(n)[d(n) - YI~(n)PNNU(n L)+- Z(n -1)] (1..5:3)

The prediction error is defined as:

e(n) = [d(n) yJ(n)pNNw,v(n 1)].

Substituting the above equation into (4.53) yields



-
wN(n) = wN(n-l) k

V
( 1I. ) f ( II ).

This recu rsiou is similar to t hat of' t h« \1nconstra.ined LS algorithm.

54

(4.r>5)

The recursion for [P ~v II v,v( u )f>,v;vj f- is now derived. For convenience, we

will define a shorthand notation,

[pJNRNN(n)PNN] '- = (>-)N)n).

Substituting (4.:31) into (4.SL1) and expanding yields

+ ~[~k (n) + V-(n)k (n) - k (n)~(n)]d(n).
A IV' elV N

Replacing J.L( n) by its definition in (4.;>0) yields

WN(n)

= 0NN(n-1)PNNDN(n -1) k)n)YJ(n)P,VN(>-)NN(n L)PNNDN(n-l)

(4.r57)

(4.58)

1)P1VN YN ( n )]d (n )

( l.S9)

I )]1 - -, T (
== -[8 (n -1) - k (n)YN(n)Piv,vl!-)vv n

A ,VN N "

[~PNNDN(n - L) + d(n)PNNYN(n)]

= 1-[0 (n - L) - k (n)yJ(n)P.r-m(>-)NN(n -- L)]P,.mDN(n).
A NN N

Comparing (4.,59) to (4.:31), we find that



CLoO)

This is the desired recursion for [pr: ,R (r))P ] t-
/\1/" iV/V ~ .NN ·

-
Here, k)n) can be t'xprt'>~sf'd in terms of [p{vRy,v(a)P,y,v] '. This relation

can be obtained by premultiplying and postmultiplying (L60) hy 1\. and PNNYN( n),

resper ti velv.

- - -
= 1\.kv( n) + J..l( n )k

cN
( n) - k

N
( n )J..l( n)

-
1\.k

N
( n).

Simplifying (4.61) yields the very important relation:

4.4. The Constrained F'ast, Kalman Algorithm

(4.61 )

(4.62)

In Chapter :3, we derived the unconstrained fast Kalman, FAEST, ann F'TF

algorithms from a vector spare approach. In this chapter, we will develop the con-

strained fast Kalman algorithm to efficiently compute the constrained Kalman

gain vector defined in (,t.62). The vector-space approach will be used again in this

chapter. Recall the following definitions mentioned in Chapter 3. The input signal
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containing the most recent \1 input -atnples is defined as:

YA1(n) == [y(n) y{n -I) ... y(O) 0 ... O]T,

where NI is a scalar IncreasiIlg with time (M> > n). An .\tlxN data matrix contain-

ing the most M input vector is defined as:

YM1V ( n) == [YM ( n) YM ( n - 1) .... YM (n - N + 1)] .

In Chapter 3, we dealt with a case where no constraint was put on the filter taps.

The vector space was a subspace of R ,\f, with the M dimensional vector space

defined over real numbers. The basis vectors were the most recent N input vectors

contained in Y,\.1N( n). In this chapter, we are interested in the case where only a

small subset of filter taps are active. Therefore, a new vector space must be esta-

blished.

For a general constraint problem, the change of the vector space between two

consecutive time steps includes the input data which are selected/excluded by the

constraint projection matrix, PNN , in the previous time step but are

excluded/selected In the current time step. Because of the .irregular

selection/exclusion of the input data, this process is not as simple as the one dealt

with by [54]-[58] where the only change of the vector space between any two con-

secutive time steps is the newest entering data and the oldest discarded data.

Thus, deriving a fast algorithm for a general constraint problem is very difficult.

However, if we limit our interest to the cases where active filter taps are allocated
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similar computational structure exploiting a certain "block shift in variance" pro

perty can be found for computing the constrained Kalman gain vector. vVe will see

that this constrainecl FI( algorithm reduces to the unconsr.ra ined case if the block

length is selected to be one. An N-tap filter which satisfies this configuration is

shown below, where each block contains r inactive taps preceding p active taps fol

lowed by q inactive taps, and H is the length of a block. Here. L is defined as the

total number of active filter taps; i.e., L === Np/H.

Now, only data belonging to the newest entering and oldest discarded blocks

require computation. This avoids the possible complexity resulting from data irreg

ularly selected/excluded by the constraint projection matrix. Under this

L~~L\..i\ .-L\~·\ LL-\~~~\ _---

Lr----l-p~q----Lr~p~q~.....Lr~_P_L(l~

.AAAA are active filter taps.

are inactive filter taps.---

H=r+p+q

Fig. 4.1 The Constrained Filter Configuration
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restriction, the derivation of t h(' constrained fast. Kalman algorithm follows closely

the der ivation of the u nconst ru.iru-d C:l~(\.

This scheme could be cotu p u tat.io na lly costly, since all the data contained in

the newest entering and oldest discarded blocks require cornpu tat ion. However: if

the following three restrictions on applying this algorithrn are enforced, the com

putation can be economical and feasible for real-time implementation. These three

restrictions are:

(1) The computations are performed block by block such that a block delay must

be allowed.

(2) The sample autocorrelation matr ix, RNN( n), used in (4.62) for the constrained

Kalman gain vector is assumed to remain constant over the current block.

That is, the sample autocorrelation matrices normally associated with each

data sample in the current block are approximated by a constant sample

autocorrelation rnatrix computed at the end of the block.

(3) The number of active taps per block must be less than H'~.

Recall that we were interested in the minimum norm solution, and the

Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse was applied to (4.31). An important property of the

Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse for partitioned matrices is given below [79].



Theorem:

Let A be an IIIx11 rII a t r ix 0 f rall k k \v i than 0 r tho g0 n aidec0 ITl Pos i t i0 it 4'\

== [R 11 01
ROO·

Then, the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A is

[
R -1 0 I11 T

A.+=K a off.

Clear ly it is more economical in computation and storage to compute the Moore-

Penrose pseudoinverse of A with its permuted version R 11. Since the constrained

Kalman gain vector is the Moore-Penrose pseudoin verse of a constrained auto-

correlation multiplied by a constrained crosscorrelation vector, this algorithm will

be derived on a permuted subspace to reduce computational complexity. Here,

ZLN and zpH are used to permute matrices and vectors. respectively. We define per-

muted inputs as:

(4.63)

Y Cn ),
.'vIp

(4.64)

(4.65 )

The vector space used below is a subspace of R M, with the M dimensional vector

space defined over real number. The basis vectors are the L most recent permuted

input vectors (columns) contained in
-
y'" (n). To conform to the filter

ML
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configuration shown above. \V~ now JefillP.~ und r/ a'C'.i.H ( h I.IV d.

ZpH 0

0 ::pH 0

() :pH 0

ZL,V --- 0

( 1.(6)

o

(-1.67)

o
o

4~S noted in Chapter 3, the forrnulas for updating the operators are valid for

block-shift in variance as long as S T~) == [ 'V'l' T. To conform to the require-

ments for block-shift application, the pinning vector is now changed to a pinning

matrix and the shift matrix S' is modified to allow a shifting distance, H.

The pinning matrix, 'V

The MxH pin ning matrix is defined as:

. . ,

1 0 . . .. 0

o .0 .

. 0 . 0 .

. . 0 1 . (4.68)

. 0

.... 0

o . . 0 0

where there are H ones in the leading entries of the main diagonal, M-H zeros in

the rest of the rnain diagonal. and zeros in off-diagonal elements. The product of 'V
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this vector.

The shifting matrix,S

The MxM shifting matrix is modified as:

s=

0.010 .. 0

. 0 '1 0

· 0 ·
· ... 0

· . . . 1 '

....... 0

a .. · 0

(4.69)

where the elements at (i,H+i) are ones, O:5i <M-H, and the others elements in

the matrix are zeros. The product of this shifting matrix and an Mx1 time-

dependent vector shifts this vector one block back. This property also holds for a

time-dependent matrix with M rows. For examples,

- -
SY

L
(n) = Y

L
(n - H),

- -
BYML(n) = YML(n-H).

For easy reading, the operators given in Chapter 3 are now given once again.

The residual operatoe.P"

The MxM operator Py is defined as:

Py = / _ y(yTy)-tyT, (4.70)

As noted in Chapter 3, Py is an orthogonal projection operator. As a shorthand
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r: pO(n),
: r

M L
(n)}

P" = P,5(n).
:SY (n)}

I\1L

A physical interpretation of this residual operator, po, can be given. The

product of the P" (It - H) and a matrix Y.\fp (n), containing new input vectors,

yields an Mxp residual error vector,

H)}~ (n).
,\-tp .

The new input vectors are best estimated (in the least squares sense) by a linear

combination of the columns of }" (n - If) which are the basis vectors for the sub
I\1L

space of time n-H. We can verify this by substituting the definition of the residual

operator of (4.70) into the above equation. This yields

(4.71 )

-Y (n) - Y (n -H)ALp(n),
Mp ML

where ALp (n) can be considered as forward prediction coefficients obtained by

minimizing e~p(n)eMp(n)with respect to ALp(n).

The order updating formula

The order update formula relates an operator to a new operator obtained by

expanding the dimensionality of its defining subspace. The incorporation of new

basis vectors into the old orthogonal projection operator is a direct sum of the old
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projection operator and t hr orthogonul «outr ihu tion of the new basis vectors.

P o := Pt. _ p o V [ 1·' T P U "'1 I r : T 1.1 f)U,V U U ~ l! ~ l' L"

where IT and V are mat.r ices with the -u me number of rows.

The time updating formula

(-1.72)

The tirne update Iorrnu la relates an operator to a new operator of the same

dirnensionality, when time advances. As new input vectors become available, the

oldest input vectors are discarded; thus the basis vectors of the vector space

change, and the projection operator should be updated accordingly.

(4.73)

The prediction operator,Qo

The MxM operator Qy is defined as:

Qy = I - y(yTSTSy)-LyTSTS

As a shorthand notation, we define

(20. := Q0 (n),
{ Y,\fL (n)}

(4.74 )

QO _ := Qs(n).
{SYML(n)}

A physical interpretation of the prediction operator, Cr can be given. The product

of the QO (n - H) and a m at.r ix },,, (rt), containing new input vectors, produces a
~Vlp

prediction error:
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combination of the WIUOlIIS of -r (n El) which are the basis vectors for the sub
\ fl.

space of time n-H. 'vVe ca n vcr if'v this by substituting the definition of the pred ic-

tion operator in (4.7-1) into (t.7,)). This yields

-
= YMp(n) - }'Mdn-H)A·Lp(n-- H),

where ~4.Lp(n-H) was defined in (4.71). Examining (4.71) and (4.76), the only

difference is the time indices of ALp(n). This reveals that QO and P" are closely

related. An important relationship between QO and P" noted in Chapter 3 was

used to derive the unification of the fast RLS algorithrns. For the constrained case,

this relationship becomes

'v T Qy == ['V T Py'JI] -l,V T Py, (4.77)

where 'v T Py'V is now a HxH matrix. After we complete the derivation of the COIl-

strained FK algorithm, the constrained FAEST ~1 nd B'TF algorithms can be

derived using the same procedure in Chapter 3. These two algorithrns are listed in

Appendix B.

The parameter operator,K

The parameter operator K is closely related to the Kalman gain vector. The Kal-

man gain vector is the product of K with the pinning vector. The NxM parameter
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operator K y is defined as:

K(J, V =

K y = (yT y)-l },r

The order updating formulas

These two formulas relate Ku,v to Ku and to K v. respectively.

+ [- ~u V]( VT pr V)-I VT Pij,

+ [ : .](L!TPOL!)-lUTPO- E\. V I. v v'

where IT and V are matr ices with the same number of rows.

The time updating formula

The time updating formula relates KS Y to K y as follows:

Ksy~sr = K y - K y'V'l' T Qy.

As a shorthand notation, we define:

K == K(n),
{Y (n)}

»u.

(t.78)

(4.79)

(4.80)

(4.81)

The constrained Kalman gain vector was written as

vector space approach, k (n) in (4.62) is rewritten as:
.V

(4.82)

We can permute this constrained Kalman gain vector by using ZLNo This permuted

-
Kalman gain vector k

L
(n) can be written in terms of the K operator and the
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pinning vector, (T.

-
== ZL1ykN

(n)

= ZLN[PNN YJ~N( n) YMN( n )PNN]+ Z[NZLNPNN Yl1N( n)a

= [ZLN PNN r-.\~N( n) }'-MN( n )PNNZ[Vr LZt,N PNt" Y.JN( n)a

= [ZLN Yl1N(n) YMN(n)ZlNr1ZLN Y,~N(n)a
T T

- -
= [YML ( n ) YML ( n )l 1 r'ML (n )a

-1
- -

= R
LL

(n)[yL(n) yL(n-l)'" la
== K (n )(T,

where

T
- -

RLL ( n) = [YML(n ) YML (n )].

Since we exploit the block-shift property, a matrix called the Kalman gain matrix

-
is computed at each iteration. This LxH matrix, k

LH
( n), is defined as:

-
kLH(n) = K(n)'1'

-L
- - -

= R
LL

(n)[yL(n) YL(n-l)

(4.84)

From (4.84) we see that if the previously mentioned restr iction (2) is enforced, the

-
Kalman gain matrix k (n) con tains the trlle/ approxi rnated Kalman gain vectors

LEI

associated with the last H data samples. Thus this computational time can be over-

lapped with the block delay for accumulating the next H input samples. We will

see in the following sections that computational complexity can be reduced.
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The derivation of the constrained ~'K algor it.hm ('l()~(·l.v follows the derivation

of the unconstrained case. v\/~ wi ll include its dcr ivat ion for «omp leteness. 1'0 do

this, \ve dpfinp the following quan t.it ies.

EpH ==

T

Y
Alp

( n )P 0 (n .. H) 'l'

T

Y,\/p ( n )Q 0 ( n - H) '(I

f orunird residual error matrix

f or uiard predic lion error rnatrix

C~ .85)

Ct .86)

T

-y pH = YMp(n - N) Q0 (n )'(1' backward prediction error matrix

-
..l Lp ( n ) == [((n--H)y" (n) forward predictorMp ,

-
DLp(n) = K(n)YMp(n -N) backward predictor

T

Epp = YMp (n )P O (n -- H) Y
iHp

(n) forward residual power

(4.87)

(4.88)

(4.89)

(4.90)

We also need to introduce k H(n), the "extended permuted Kalman matrix."
(L + p)

-

Equation (1.80) allows us to relate k(L +-p)H(n) to kLp(n H). Postmultiplying

-
(4.80) by '(I', with U = Y

MH
( n), V = YML(n H), gi\('~

o
-
k (n - fI)

LH

Ct.91)

E-Iere k (n)is partitioned into:
, (L +p)H

k(L+-p)H(n) = [:::((:;j, (4.92)

where mLH( n) is a LxH matrix and ~pH(n) is a pxH matrix. We will now relate
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-
k (n,)

(L +p)H

-
to "~LH(n) using (4.79). Postmultiplying (4.79) by \1', with U = YML(n),

kLH(n)

o
(4.93)

T T- -
J.lpH(n) == [Y'f (n -~'V)PO(n)}'''A'f (n-LV)]-ly" (n-N)pO(n)'V. (4.94)

. iV p IV. P i'vfp

-
Since k(L+p)H(n) is related to both kLH(n) and kLH(n-H), kLH(n) can be

evaluated by equating the matched matrices of (4.93) and (4.92). This yields

-
kLH(n) = mLH(n) + DLp(n)v..pH(n), (4.95)

However, before (4.95) can be evaluated, recursive forms for updating EpH( n),

The recursive forrn for EpH( n) can be obtained hy prernultiplying (4.76) by

EpH( n)

= E~p( n )'1' (4.96)

= -Y (n) - A [ (n - H) Y (rt :: H)
pH P LH'

The recursive form of ALp(n) can be derived as follows. Replacing Y of (4.81)

by -YMH(n - H) and postmultiplying (4.81) by YMp(n) yields
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KsCn-- H)SY (n)
Mp

-
= K(n-2H)}r.. (n-H)

IIp'

-
= K (n - H) YM (n) - K (n - El)'I' 'V T Q o ( n H) -t- (n).

p ~

Substituting the definitions in (1.84), (1.86), and (1.88) yields

(4.97)

(4.98)

The recursive form of epH( n) can be obtained by premultiplying (4.71) by 'VT.

epH( n)

= eltH( n )'1'
(4.99)

The recursive form of Epp can be derived as follows. Substituting Y of (4.73)

T

by Y
M

(n - H), premultiplying by Y,s (n) and postrnu ltiplying by Y
M

(n) yields
p inp p

T

YMp ( n )po (n - H) YMp (n )

T T (4.100)

= Y (n)STPsT(n-H)SY (n) + Y (n)PO(n-H)'I''VTQO(n-H)'y
u

(n).
lvlp Mp Mp lVIP

Substituting the definitions in (4.85), (4.86), and (4.90) yields

(4.101)

The recursive form of 'Y pH( n) can be derived as follows. Using a derivation

similar to that leading to (4.96), prernu ltiplying and postmultiplying QO by

-Y (n-N) and 'V T, respectively, and substituting the definition of DLp(n) in
Mp

(4.102). This yields



-
'YpH(n) = Y'p/i(n - .V)

-
DL~J ( n f{) YLIf ( n ).

70

(4.102)

The recursive form of DLp(n) can be obtuincd by post.mult.iplying (4.8t) by

-
K (n ) Y

Mp
(n - N)

= K(n-H)Yu (n-H-N) - K(n)'I"VTQO(n)-Y (n-N)
,ViP J\1p

Substituting definitions in (4.84), (4.87), and (4.89) into (4. LO;3) yields

(4.103)

(4.104 )

Equations (4.95) and (4.104) can be used to simultaneously solve for DLp(n)

and kLH ( n) in terms of previously computed quantities. This yields

(4.105)

-
Substitution of (4.105) into (4,95) will gives kLH(n).

Important results of the preceding derivation are summarized below.

Summary of the Constrained FK Algorithm

- T _
ep~(n) = YpH(n) - ALp(n)YL/i(n H)

Epp(n) = Epp(n-H) + epH(n)EpH(n)T

(4.96 )

(4.98)

(4.99 )

(4.101)
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(4.91 )

-
'YpH(n) = YpH(n -.Y)- DL~(n /l)YLH(n)

DLp(n) = [DLp(n-H) + mLH(n)'yp~(n)][1 - ""'pH(n)'ypH(n)Tr '
-
kLH(n) = mLH(n) + DLp(n)~pH(n)

(1.102)

(4.105 )

(4.95)

The initial conditions are given as follows: A (0) 0 D (0) 0. Lp = Lp , Lp = Lp ,

-
kLH(O) = 0LH' and Epp(O) = &1 > o.

4.6. Summary of the Constrained F'K Algorithm

The constrained FK algorithm takes about 8Lf-Ip multiplications to compute

Kalman gain vectors for each block; that is, about 8Lp multiplications are required

to compute each Kalman gain vector. On the other hand, the unconstrained FK

algorithm takes about 8N rnultiplications to compute each Kalman gain vector. It

is easy to see that 8Lp == 8 Np:! /H is smaller than 8N if the number of active taps

per block is less than HI'.!. Thus, this constrained F'K algorithm can be used to

reduce computational complexity if a lengthy filter with a few degrees of freedom

is required. As mentioned above, the constrained FI~ algorithm reduces to the

unconstrained FK algorithm if block length is selected to be unity. The con-

strained FAEST and F''-rF algorithms can also be derived by using similar

approach in Chapter 3. They are listed in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 5

ADAPTIVE HARMONIC NOISE CANCELLATION

IN DISTRIBUTION POWER LINE COMMUNICATIONS

5.1. Introduction to Distribution Power Line Communications

As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are several different applications [63]-[67]'

such as load management, remote meter reading, and distribution equipment mon

itoring and control, which can use power lines as a medium for communication.

The distribution power lines are also being used for voice-grade communications in

remote housing areas, and in the home for local control and monitoring of appli-

ances.

Distribution power lines are traditionally a very noisy environment in which

to transmit signals. All manner of devices are connected to the distribution power

lines. These devices, such as light dimmers, universal motors and other common

household appliances [68]-[72], might contain switching devices which can inject

large voltage/current spikes anywhere onto the distribution power lines. Large

spikes, which are generated by switching the loads on the lines, are synchronous

with the primary 60 Hz power signal such that they appear as 60 liz harmonics.

Signal transmission can become almost impossible, if the harmonic noise is not

removed from the line by some type of filtering technique.

Most distribution line communication (OLe) systems attempt to avoid the

effects of the harmonic noise by using a severely limited data rate which is an even



divisor of the nominal GO l lz power frequency anti a car rier frequency that places

the spectrum of th~ cornm u n ir-at ion signal beL\veen the spikes of the harmonic

noise in the frequency domain. These synchronous D£-I(; systems assume that the

noise occurs at fixed harmonics (multiples of 60 Hz) by designing the signal spec

trum to be zero at the noise harmonics [65]-[66]. Conceptually, these synchronous

DLe systems ernploy a set of fixed bandpass filters to remove the harmonic noise.

r\ serious problern that these systems encounter is that the characteristics of har

monic noise are affected by dr ift ing power frequency, drifting harmonic

bandwidth. and a changing distribution network. DLe systems which use fixed

filters are susceptible to variation in the harmonic noise. Thus, only limited success

has been achieved. Adaptive filters can be designed to take these variations into

account [73].

Since harmonic noise is manifested by large spikes in the time domain, it is

natural to try to attenuate their effect by preprocessing the signal with a hard

amplitude limiter (clipper). Many DLC systems currently in use employ hard lim

iters to reduce this type of noise prior to detection of t he signal. We will show that

an adaptive noise cancellation filter can be used effectively in tandem with hard

limiters. The analysis of this nonlinear processing is difficult to do analytically;

thus the work for determining the optimal threshold for the hard limiter is based

on experimental simulations.



In Section S.2, a siruplo (hut adeqllatt') DLC noise model will be proposed. ln

Sect ion 5.:3, simulation conditionCi will he discussed. In Section G.-i, the optimal (in

a least. mean squares spn~p) ()L(' hu r rnon ir noise ('an('plling filter will bf» derived.

ln Section .j.S we will show how an adaptive harmonic noise cancelling filter can

reduce the harmonic noise power so that increased data rates are practical. 'vVe will

show that significant improvement in the error rate is possible by including the

adaptive filter in the detection process. In Section S.6, we will extend the applica

tion of an adaptive harmonic noise cancelling filter to the case where a hard limiter

is included. It will be shown that the addition of the hard limiter to the adaptive

noise canceller results in an improved error rate and the optimal level to set the

hard limiter is changed by the addition of the adaptive filter.

5.2. The DLe Noise Model

The major characteristic of the harmonic noise is that the harmonics are mul

tiples of 60 Hz. Not all signals have all harmonics present nor is their power evenly

distributed. The main reason for this effect is coupling between any of the three

phases of a distr ibu tion power line and a deviation i n the exact trigger times of

some switching devices [89]. As noted in [40], the eigen values of the autocorrelation

rnatr ix associated with an input signal composed of sinusoids and a white noise

process are proportional to either the power of the sin usoids or the white noise.

Thus, the previously mentioned variation of the harmonic power can cause a wide

spread of eigenvalues in DLC; systems. We will see in Section 5.5 that this
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eigen val u e-s p re ar1 pro b Ie m .if t'f' ('l ~ t h t \ C() n v(\rger1<'(\ 0 f g racl i('n t- t YpeaJa p Li ve a Ig0-

r ithrns. A secondary ('haractpri",tic of this type of' noise is the dr-via t ion from exact

60 Hz harmonics as t.he Iu ud.uru-n tal power frequency varies. Th is is quite notice-

able at power line carrier frequencies typically above ·l kHz.

Severa! papers have studied the harmonics generated by switching loads [68]-

[71J. However, these studies have usually concerned themselves with the gross noise

structure over a very large bandwidth. Sorne other studies have looked at the fine

structure of this type of noise [72]. The results of these studies have not been eon-

elusive, but have indicated the random nature of the noise.

A simple but adequate harmonic noise model is

+-:c 5

2: 2: at 8[t - n T - t ( T /6 + ~ t; )]
j==-:c z==o

(5.1)

where a
l

is a random variable representing the amplitude of the spike at time

nT+i(T/6+~Tl); liT is the fundamental power line frequency which is usually

close to but not exactly 60 Hz: LlT, is a random offset from the ideal switching

time of the device on the load «ircu it. Six pulses are required to account for the

coupling of the positive and negative pulses on a thrr:« phase system. A model for

the total noise on the distribution line could he written as:

nt (t )= {n h (t) + n (t)} , F - 1{S' ( t ,u)) X exp [ j fI (t ,u) )H. (5.2)

where n(t) is nearly-white background noise, S(t,u))x exp[ - jH(t,w)] IS the Ire-

quency response of the linear time-varying distribution network, F-
1

is the inverse
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Fourier transformation, (II is the radian lrr-qur-ruv , and' is the convolution opera-

tor. The response of t he distribution network is included. to take into account the

variations of real harmon if' noise t'rorn ideal harmouics. An example of a f)LC

noise pattern and its power -spectr u m are shown in Figures S. La and S.lb.

This model can be examined analytically using parameters a To and ~ T· In
~ ~ l ' l

(5.1) which are assumed constant, or the pararneters can be chosen randomly for a

Monte Carlo study. \tVp are able to dernonstrate all pattern of harmonics that have

been observed dur ing this study period by suitable choice of parameters in (5.2).

Examples of different noise spectra are shown in Figures 5.2a to 5.2d. Comparing

the harmonics in Figure S.2d to those in Figures 5.2a to S.2c, a noticeable fre-

quency drift can be observed. Other examples can be found in [69],[72]. These

power spectra were taken at various times at a distribution substation with a digi-

tal spectrum analyzer. Simulations have shown that these noise samples can be

adequately modelled by (,s.1) and (,5.2).

5.3. Simulation Conditions

Simulations were first conducted using synthet.icully generated noise from the

model descr ibed in Section ,1.2. However, the simu l.i: ion results wou ld be more

realistic, if noise which was recorded from an actuu.l distribution power line was

used in the simulations. The-refore, many rnore sirnu lat ions were conducted on the

recorded noise than on the synthetic data. While recording DLC noise at substa-

tions, the analog power distribution line noise was high-pass filtered to eliminate
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the 60 Hz power frequency a ud its harmonics below LOOO Hz, low-pass filtered to

avoid aliasing, an d t hvn s.un p led to obtain good data up to ~OkI1z. Since the rnax-

imu m carrier used wirh mos! distriout.ion comrnu n ication lines is Ipss than 20kHz,

this band of data is all that is required for this st.u dv. There were many possible

combinations of carrier l'reque nc ies, bit rates, and signal-to-noise ratios. Several

cases were in vcstigated and t he results from those cases were used to determine

how many more experiments should be run. Fortunately, it was found that the

results were consistent over a wide range of pararneter values. After gaining

experience, a set of parameters was chosen for exhaustive testing with the recorded

noise. The data rate was .100 bps with a carrier of 6 kHz. The actual power fre-

quency was .19.99 Hz.

The carrier frequency is normally selected to be at the center of two integer

multiples of 60 Hz. Because of a synchronization requ irernen t in our data sampling

system, the carrier was selected as an integer rnu ltipk: of 60 Hz. In Section .~.4 we

will derive the optimal DLC~ noise cancelling filter aSS1I ming a carrier frequency at

the center of two integer multiples of 60 Hz. This discrepancy due to this practical

consideration should be rioted. However, we believe at this high data rate (.SOO

bps) this discrepancy should not cause any major alteration of the results

presented in this paper.

A communication signal consisting of a random sequence of bits was gen-

t d encoded at sao bps two-level PSK (phase shift keying), and added to theera e ,
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recorded noise data. The t\\io-level PSi\. cornrnu nic.u.ion ~ignal can be written as:

:L

s(t) == .~t ,., ('08[0),.(1 .s: )+(~ l'l'(t __1_' )

T I t (:1. :.1 )
n b

\vhere Tn is the bit r:l to. (b z is either zero or 1T depending on t he bit which is

encoded, llJ(' is the carr ier Iruquency. and \v(t) is a windowing function to lirnit the

bandwidth of the conununi-at ion signal, For this work a Hamming window was

used, but little difference was noticed when a rectangular window was used. The

amplitude of the signal was varied to reflect different power levels of the

transmitter. Th is signal was then demodulated to baseband, low-pass filtered, lim-

ited (or not), and passed through the adaptive noise canceller and a matched filter.

'vVe denote this demodulation as a real demodulation process. The block

diagrarns of the DLe receivers used in simulations are shown in Figures 5.3a and

.).:3b. For a real demodulation process, the signal sper trurn is shifted bidirection-

ally from positive and negative frequencies to baseband and these two spectra are

added together. [f the power frequency drifts, the position of the harmonics will

not be symmetric with respect to the carrier Irequcmy. Thus, real demodulation

can double the number of harmonics in the signal hand if the power frequency

drifts. We now illustrate the doubling effect of real dcruodu lation by the following

two figures. DL(~ harmonics occur over a wide frequency range, for simplicity only

two harmonics are shown. fl'igure ,).,1 shows a simplified DL(l signal spectrum

before demodulation. Figure .~.,1 illustrates the cloubling effect of real demodula-

tion. It will become clear later that this effect will cause excessive signal power to
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be removed by the no 1St:' canrellat.ion process. The details of an alternative which

(" an 0 ve reoIIIe the do, 1blin ~ (' Ifp (' tis dp scrib p d below t'o r rII rt hp r researc h .

5.3.1. Com p le x Denlodulatiofl

( \)ITl Plex demorl ulat.ion , conuuon ly used in d igi t.al spe-ctrum analyzers, can

shift spectra unidirectionally. We -how how to use standard complex demodulation

and some other operations to overcome the doubling effect of the real dernodula-

tion method. The process of complex demodulation process is illustrated in follow-

ing Figures .5.6a to ,).6d. Alter complex demodulation, the frequency fc+O.5BW is

shifted to zero. A low pass filter is then applied to select the upper half of the sig-

nal hand. [In the digital domain, the demodulated signal spectrum is periodic. For

simplicity, only the signal spectrum around the zero frequency is shown in Figure

.5.6a.) Af'ter demodulation, the sampling rate can be reduced. Assuming that the

snrnpling rate is 2BW, the spectrum of Figure ,5.6a is expanded in Figure 5.6b .

. ,. b [ . BW r h t.i dornai bt .Multiplying the signal of figure S.6a y exp )-2- t In t. e lme- ornam, we 0 am

the spectrum shown in Figure .~.6c. Since the spectr u rn of Figure 5.6c is not sym-

metric, the signal is a complex time series. However, we can reconstruct a real

time-domain signal by mirroring the spectrum about zr-ro frequency. Since the rnir-

ror image of a spectrum is its complex con] ugate. real n-constr uct.ion can be

achieved by discarding the imaginary part of the complex t ime-dornain signal.

The final spectrum is shown in Figure .5.6d. As can he seen, the number of har-

monies will not double even if the power frequency drifts. However, this method is
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complicated by using co tu ph-x ar it h me-tic in the digital domain ur in-phase .i nd

quadrature components in t he an;llog domain. Further research should be done to

determine the cost effecr iveness of this "'chenle.

5.4. The Optimal Harmonic Noise Cancelling Filter

5.4.1. The Demodulated OLe Noise

We will apply the least mean squares (LNlS) and the least. squares (LS) algo-

rithms to find a optimal filter for adaptive harmonic noise cancellation in the dis-

tribution power line commu nication. Before deriving the opt irnal harmonic noise

cancelling filter, we will look into the fine structure of the received OLe noise. In

this section, the complex demodulation method, which does not double the number

of harmonics in the signal band, will be examined first. The real demodulation

method will then be extended. After demodulating the input data. formulated" as

(,5.2), in the complex domain and selecting the desired band hy low-pass filtering,

the OLe noise becomes

N..
nR(t) = ! S(t,w) A'I C08[(z"tud-21T!c)l+H(t,u»)! + f/.('(t).

i r N;
(5.4)

where Nt is the first harmonic and .'1./2 is the last harmonic which are selected hy

low-pass filtering, Wd is the power frequency which drifts slowly around the norni-

rial 60 Hz fundamental, ~4z lS the magn itude of the ith harmonic, and 'nc(t) is the

filtered background noise. Let us rewrite (5.~) with If
1

(iVt --)60Hz,
2



(t)d = :!1T(60+bul/:!1T). and ddint' the number of harmonics (in the signal llano)

VH
() ", [nR t := ~ .\, cos (q 8(u+(t'

l l
(,).5a)

where bW is the drifting frequency and q = ,V I + ~ is defined to simplify notation .

..As can be seen from (.5.,5a), the demodulated DLC: noise is composed of several har-

monies, with different amplitudes and phases, and filtered background noise.

Recall that real dernodu lation shifts the signal spectrum hidirectionally from

the positive and negative Irequencies. "rhus, the demodulated DLC noise of real

demodulation can be obtained by adding the harmonics contributed by the nega-

tive frequencies, to (,) ..5a). It becomes

,VH L
TlR(t) == 2: .4, C08[(Q 8w+Ci - -:- )U)d)l + H1(l ,w)]

,-= L 2

,VH L
+ ~ HI cos[((i- 2)w d+ Q3w)t+H 1(t,w)] + neft).

z -= l

(S.5b)

where 8
1

is the magnitude of the ith harmonic in the signal spectrum shifted from

the negative frequencies.

5.4.2. FIR-ALE Harmonic Noise Cancelling F'Hte rs

As noted in Figure I. L, an adaptive noise cancelling filter has two inputs. One

IS called the primary input which contains a noise corru p ted signal. (Noise is

defined as any undesired signal.) The other is called the reference input whose data

samples are correlated with the noise in the primary input. Adaptive algorithms
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are used to adjust a set or wcigh ts which mu lt.ip ly dala samp lex in the reference

i 11P II t t.o predie t t hen0 isp inthe p r i [11 a ry iII Pu L. T h(. p rpd i('l('d II o ise is l h uS S u b

t ra ('ted fro m t.he C u r re n t d a ta Sa rIl pip inthe pr im a ryin p II t., and hop p f1I11Y the cor

rupting noise C(J n be cancelled. For rnany adaptive noise cancelling applications, a

reference input is not available [1],[3-t],[73],[74]. However, if the primary input is

composed of t\VO type of data, one with long-term correlation and the other with

short-term correlation, a delayed version of the prirnary input can be used as the

reference input. This so-called If decorrelation" delay should be long enough to

remove any short-term correlation and still keep most of the long-term correlation.

This adaptive scheme is usually referred to as "Adaptive Line Enchancement "

(ALE) [34]-[3.5]. Its block diagram is shown in Figure .1.7.

DLe noise is composed of harmonic noise which has long-term correlation and

background noise which has a very short-term correlation. As we will see in Section

.5 ..1, a direct reference input is not available for two of the three implementations

of the DLe adaptive noise canceller. (rrhe other irnpk-mentation uses the out-of

band noise as the reference input.) The adaptive line «nch an cer will be adopted to

use the delayed DLe noise as the reference input.

The finite impulse response (~~IR)-.~\LE [:~4]-[1:31 has been thoroughly studied

for extracting sinusoids from additive background noise. We will begin with the

case where only one harmonic is applied to the f\LE input. Since the adaptive pro

cess is linear, we will then sum the contributions of individual harmonics. The
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optimal filter in the case of an input, a X cos (Wd t + H), embedded in an uncorre-

lated noise process [1]'[34]-[43] is given by

~ ')A
w (k) = -,V cos[wd(k+~)l

whereA'= NSNR/2 ,SNR=
L+ N SNR/2

(5.6)

.,
a'"

, ~ is the decorrelation delay, N is the
2a~

ti

filter length, and (J ~ is the power of n (t) which is an uncorrelated noise process.

[1' we assume that LV > > 1, A approaches unity. The optimal filter can then

be simplified to

(5.7)

Notice that the optimal filter response does not depend on the amplitude or phase
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of the input sinusoid.

The fact. thu t t'a('h har mon ic in th« pOW0r d istr ibu t ion tine has a nonzero

ban dwidt.h was not take-n int.o aCCOIJnt in (,').6). To consider t h is phenomenon we

ran use the result.s obtained by Anderson et al [;r7]. They considered a more gen-

eral case where the input autocorrelation is real and consists of a finite bandwidth

signal ernbedded in uncorrelated noise,

t> (k ) .) tI' ;k k .) ( )
(II = (T;:- e "rosw d + IT ~ () k ,

where a';, \u, and »« represent the power, the approximate 3 dB half bandwidth,

and the center frequency of the input sinusoid, and (T ~ is the power of the noise. By

applying reasonable app roxirnat.ions (the reader is directed to [37] for details), the

filter response derived from the real input autocorrelation designated in (S.8)

becomes

w~(k) = [Bt- e ~)k + B-e-~(N-l-k)] cos[wd(k+~)l, (5.9)

where ~ == [\~(l~+ S'iVR )]'~, the forward amplitude, R' , is given by (.5.10), and the

reflection amplitude, B--, is given by (5. L1). Now, ~ .: t 'ILV in (5.6) is replaced by

[B+ e -~k + B- e -~(N -l-k)j to take the finite bandwidth of the input sinusoid

into account.

Assurne that \IJ, ~ «1, LV > > L, the forward .unp litude and the reflection

amplitude are given by

= 2e -lldW- l~)(l?+l~f~

(l? + l~ )2 -- e 2~N (l? l~ f '
(5.10)



B- = 2e --W~(~+I~)(~ -l~fp «v
(~ + \~ )2_ e 2 r~ ,V(~ \~ ):! · (.). II )

If N > > l/rJ, the reflection t er m approaches zero. and t hp opt.imal filter response

becomes a damped sinusoid with a starting phase wd..i,

(,5.12)

Intuitively, (S.12) can be interpreted as an ideal sinusoid multiplied by a win-

dow to match the bandwidth of the input designated in (S.8).

Since background noise might be correlated, we need to take this effect into

account. If we denote this effect by T)[n,(:(t)], (,5.12) becomes

(5.13)

In the simple case above we are concerned with a single sinusoid. In the actual

problem. however, there are several harmonics in the ~~E input. Since the adap-

tation process is linear, the DLe harmonic noise cancelling filter response is a sum

of the filter responses contributed by each harmonic. Assuming that every har-

monic has the same bandwidth and N > > l/rJ, the optimal DLC harmonic noise

cancelling filter response for complex demodulation call be written as:

w *(k) = ~ B + e - [3k cos] [q~w + (i - .~ )w d ]( k + tl)} + TJ [». (t )I·
i=1 ~

Applying a trigonometric identity to (5.14) yields

(.5.14)

(5.15a)
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As can be seen, both ~ (,08[1'(Udtk+~)J and L 8z'n[ih)d(k+.l)J are sumrna-

l 1 l '·-l

1
tions of harmonics, and thus are periodic pulse trains with a repetition rate -

(dd T.;

where Ts is the sampling interval. Because the number of harmonics is limited,

the pulse trains are dispersed. Therefore, the pulses have small widthes together

with small ripples. Fruther investigating (5.15a), we find that the pulse trains are

modulated by a certain en velope which depends heavily on the drifting frequency,

8w. the dr if'ting harmonic bandwidth, and the characteristics of the time-varying

distribution network. Based on this observation, it is conjectured that only a small

portion of filter taps requires computations, thus the computational complexity

can be reduced.

Example:

Assume that the drifting frequency ?)w is zero, the second term of (S.15a)

becomes zero and (5.l.5a) becomes a damped pulse train modulated by :10 Hz This

NH
can be shown as follows. Since ~ sin [i w d (k + ~)1 for ms a pulse train, with pulses

l - 1

located at the zero-c rossi ng points of'
(J) i »«

sin[--' (k+~)), sin[--(k+~)]
q 2

NH h . I DLc: harmoni 11"L .5in[iwd(k+~)] becomes zero. T e optima arrnoruc noise cance mg
t := 1

filter response then becomes
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As previously noted, real demodulation can double the number of harmonics.

The optimal DLC harmonic noise cancelling filter for real demodulation can be

obtained by adding the portion of the filter response contributed by harmonics

shifted from the negative frequencies. This becomes

* + -~k w« NH
w (k) = B e {cos[(-+qow)(k+~)] L coS[iWd(k+d)]

2 i=l

. wd NH .
- sln[(-+q&w)(k+d)] L szn[iwd(k+~)]

2 i=1

wd NH
+ cos[(--q&w)(k+a)] L cos[£wd(k+d)]

2 i=1

wd NH
- sin[(--q&w)(k+~)] L sin[iwd(k+~)]} + ,,[nc(t)].

2 i=1

(5.15b)

Ideally the optimal DLC harmonic noise cancelling filter converges to a set of

band-pass filters, with unity gain and appropriate bandwidth, centered on each

harmonic. However, as mentioned in Chapter 2, adaptive algorithms converge fas-

ter for signal components associated with larger eigenvalues of the input autocorre-

lation matrix. Thus, at any time during convergence, the band-pass filters associ-

ated with the harmonics may be different, since generally the harmonics have dif-

ferent power levels. (The proportional relationship between harmonic power level

and eigenvalue magnitude was discussed in Section 5.2.) We will see that the power

spectrum of a filter adapted during convergence would resemble that of its input

demodulated DLC noise. As noted in [38], the adapted filter response can further

deviate from ideal if the additive noise is not purely white. This can be noticed in

distribution power line communications, since the background noise is high-pass
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filtered to eliminate the 60 Hz fundamental, low-pass filtered to avoid aliasing, and

then low-pass filtered during the demodulation process.

As an example to the deviation mentioned above, a sample of real demodu

lated DLC noise and the filter response adapted by using the LMS algorithm for

1500 iterations are shown in Figures 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10. The actual power frequency

is 59.99 Hz. Here, aw is small enough so that the harmonics from positive and

negative frequencies overlap and the doubling effect is not apparent. The power

spectrum of the adapted filter response shown in Figure 5.10 resembles that of the

demodulated DLC noise shown in Figure 5.8.

A rule of thumb for estimating filter length

As noticed in [1] ,[38], the capability for separating signals with long-term

correlation and short-term correlation (in the sense of minimizing the ratio

between the mean squared error output and the mean squared prediction output)

of the ALE depends on the filter length. If the input contains ideal sinusoids (zero

bandwidth), the ideal filter should have an infinite impulse response. In practice,

to match the nonzero bandwidth of harmonics the length of an optimal DLC har

monic noise cancelling filter should be as long as several multiples of a 60 Hz

period. The filter length used in the simulations was 256 taps which covers about 6

periods. This choice was based on the observation that the bandwidth of DLC har

monics tends to range from 3 Hz to 6 Hz. The calculation will be shown below.
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Recall the Fourier transform pair of the time-domain triangular window [83].

t . .,_\( -) <---- > TSlnc - f T
T

F rom standard mathematical tables, the 3 dB bandwidth of Tsinc 2f T occurs

where IT == 0.32. [f we approximate the en velope, B r- e - ~k, of (,5.18) by a triangu-

lar window, we can use the following equation as a rule of thumb for estimating

the required filter length:

O.~32 r,
IV ==. Ie'
where If' is the ~1 dB bandwidth of the DLe harmonic, N is the number of filter

taps, and T.! is the sampling interval. [1' the minimum harmonic bandwidth is :~

E-Iz. then the required filter length is about :265. Although it might seern that this



filter is quite lengthy, \VP \vill""l-'(:' ih.u only' a t'e\v filtpr taps need be com pu tcd: we

can «onst rain most of the filtpr taps to zero. This constrained adaptation will be

deruonstrated in ~ection ;1.:L

5.4.3. [IR Implementation of DL(j Harmonic Noise Cancelling Filters

Harmonic noise is a narrowband signal which could be \vflll represented by

considering it to be the output of an all-pole filter driven by white noise, i.e., an

autoregressive (.A.R) process. Therefore. DL(~ noise can be considered as a noise cor-

rupted AR process, which can hp modeled as a general autoregressive moving-

average (r\R.\lJ\) process. Several researchers have proposed using an fIR filter

(~3].(87]-(88) to adaptively filter this type of signal. To see the utility of fIR filters,

assume Yn denotes the noise corrupted AR process,

Yn
(5.16)

(5.l7)
n

,. = -- ~ a I +·U.,(..n ~ i n -t n i

l -= 1

where In is a pure AR process, lln denotes the background noise which is assumed

to be white here for simplicity and Un is the driving white noise process. Equations

(5.16) and (5.17) can be written as:

y(z) _l_u(z) + 11(z)
It(Z) .

1-[Il(.:) + ;1 (z)I1(:)1,
! l (z )

(.5.l8)

where A(z) = 1 + at Z t + .. , + an:'; -n, and Z l = rhe unit delay operator.

Since u.; and TIn are independent white noise processes which are not directly

measurable, they can be replaced by a single noise process en which satisfies
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(.J .19)

wh~re p;('(.:)C(.:-L) = p~ + p,~.1(:).t(::--L), IJ;, IJ,~' IJ~ present the variances of

C'ornbinina (.).l~) and (.1.19) yields an l\RMA representation of the noise cor-

r 11 Pted ~\.I{ process Yn '

('1 ( ~ \
Y( z) == -'=--.l.::.L e (z ).

.--t (z) (5.20)

Thus, the optimal prediction filter for the process .En rs given by the infinite

impulse response (fIR) filter

H(.:) = :,f~~. (5.21 )

It is thus clear that FIR prediction filters are subopt irnal , since the optimal predic-

tion filter has an infinite impulse response. At low -ignal-to-noise ratio, the poles

of ()(z) approach the unit circle and the approximation of H(z) by an FIR filter

becomes progressively worse. However. at a high SNR, C:(z) approaches unity so

that the [IR filter approaches an F'IR filter. The harmonic noise peak power is

usually higher than the average background noise power by 20 to 40 dB. Our

experience from previous simu lations show that this S~R is high enough so that

the IIR filter reduces to an FIR filter: i.e., (,1(.:) approaches unity in most cases.

For this reason we will lirnit f'urt her discussions to F[[~-t\LE.
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5.5. OLe Har-rnorrlc Noise (1~tr1(·eller~

5.5.1. The LMS Noise (~anceller

In extracting the -ig nu l in a d i-t r ibu t.ion power line cornmu nicat ion system,

the first step is to reduce the out-of-hand noise by eliminating the carrier fre

quency followed hy low-pass filtering. For a digital system, this means that the

necessary sampling rate can be reduced to cover just the bandwidth of the signal.

The number of taps is clearly a function of the sampling rate and a lower sampling

rate means fewer taps. Thus. the adaptive filter can be implemented more easily in

baseband than on the original signal. In this work, all of our filters were imple

mented on the demodulated signal.

To see the effect of an adaptive filter as a noise canceller, consider applying it

to a portion of the power line noise where no signal is present. After demodulating

the noise shown in Figure f>. L, wp obtain the demodulated DL(~ noise shown in Fig

ures 5.11 and .5.12. This is a portion of data recorded at an actual distribution

substation. The residual error output of the LMS filter is shown in Figures ,5.l~3

and 5.14 for the case of a 256 tap filter with f-.L == l.O . As can be seen from this

example, there is some periodicity left in the residual. The average reduction in

harmonic noise power in this case is about L:~<lB. The filter generated by this par

ticular noise is shown in Figure ,). Li. and is the result or adapting to the noise sig

nal for about 0.6 second (t,iOO samples}. The power spect.rurn of this filter is

shown in Figure 5. L6. For the reason discussed in the previous section, the power
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spec trum 0 f the fi1te r sh0 \V n in Fig II re .j. L.j r('~l~ n1hIps t hat () r t. he de r[l 0 d ulateJ [)L( .'

noise shown in Figure ,S. L2.

5.5.2. Implementation of DL(~ Noise Cancellers

..As was mentioned earlier, adaptive filters have long been used in noise cancel

lation. The emphasis in this work is to show how they can be used to elirninate

harmonic noise in distribution power line communications. Several approaches

were tested.

The rnost straightforward way [Method L) to implement the noise canceller in

a distribution power line communication system is to alternate periods of signalling

with periods of filter adaptation. The controller at the substation knows when sig

nalling is to take place. The LMS filter is allowed to adapt only during periods of

silence. These periods could he required at specified intervals in the case of very

busy systems. The filter requires about 0.5 second to adapt to a change in the har

monic noise level. If the noise cancelling filter can improve data rates, then the

time used for the adaptation is cost effective. The schematic diagram of alternat

ing periods of signalling with periods of filter adaptation is shown in Figure 5.17.

The above implementation rnay be thought of as a brute force technique.

More elegant methods can be derived using the peculiar properties of the harmonic

noise. A second method (Method 2) is discussed in the following. Since this type of

noise is the result of periodic spikes in the tirne domain, it is clear that harmonics

will occur over a wide frequency range. The harmonic noise which causes problems
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Fig..=).17 Adaptive Noise Canceller Requ ir ing Signal In ter ru pt.ion [Method 1)

will occur over a wide frequency range. The harmonic noise which causes problems

in the signal band is very much like the noise outside of this band. The LNrS filter

requires, as input, noise that is correlated to the noise present in the signal band.

This correlated noise can he obtained Irorn an out-of-band or signal-free portion of

the spectrum. The schematic diagram of using the out-of-band noise as reference

to the adaptation filter is shown in Figure .1.l8.

A t hir d (11~ t hod (~r t' thod :~) is ~ h0 \V n in Fig 11 re ,=). 1~L The L.\ [~ no ise cancelle r

is used to cancel the ou t-o l'-b and noise. The filter taps wh ir h are obtained by this

adaptation are copied to the uo ise cancelling processor to filter the data in the sig-

nal band. Since the noise in hot h hands is correlated. the filter for one band should
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Fig. 5.18 Adaptive ~oise Canceller Using Out-Or-Band Noise (Method 2)

perform well ill the other band. This effect will be demonstrated later. It is clear

that both of the last two methods described can be use-d without interrupting the

signalling process.

5.5.3. The Constrained LMS Filter

Considering the noise model in trod uced in Sec t.ion .).:2, it is ap paren t that the

major correlation dist an c« is T. In the case where ~ 1', == D. there is large correla

tion in DLe noise at multiples of T. There may be some nonzero correlation at lags

of T /6 depending on how the coefficients as related. ~\t. other lags, the correlation

will be zero. The taps for an F ll~ Iilr.er designed to cancel this type of noise would

have nonzero values at lags which are integer multiples of T. This fact leads to the
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hypothesis that it may be possible to constrain computations to only the nonzero

taps.

If the harmonic norse were synchronous with an exactly 60Hz power fre-

quency, the L~[S filter could be constrained to have nonzero taps at exactly 1/00

second intervals. This would eliminnte much calcular.ion. l ~ nl'or tu nately, as dis-

cussed in previous sections, the noise is not alwnys exactly KOllz harmonics. There

are. however, standard limits on the deviation of the Iu nd amen tul power frequency

from the norninal. r\ reasonable limit on this deviation is about -to.O,t) Hz [tHJ].

This deviation can be accounted for by allowing three active filter taps per lunda-

mental period.
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Using this knowledge of tlu rvlut.ive positions of the impulses, most of the taps

can be l'()nstrain~d to Iw /.t'ro. The reduction in rom put a.tion is about :H~1:4'2, or a

-a vi ngs of about ~):3e;.. lt will he shown that th is const rai n--d filter produces results

comparuble to t he unconstra ino.l filter. Figures S.:20 and ,).21 show the response of

t.he canst rained L\l~ filter and its power spectrum. This constrained filter

adapted to the same noise as rhe unconstrained filter in Figure 5.15.

5.5. Lt . Detection Error Rates of the LMS Noise Canceller

In testing the effectiveness of the adaptive noise canceller. both synthetic and

actual recorded power line noise were used. Of course, the recorded data represents

a limited ensernble. From the experience gained during this research, this data is

representative of the noise commonly encountered on the distribution line. Varia

tions may occur in the ratio of harmonic noise to other types of noise, as well as in

the relative power of individual harmonics due to coupling among the phases of the

three phase system, It is expected that these variations will not cause any major

alteration or the results presented here.

Tests were first conducted using synthetically generated noise from the rnodel

described in Section .).~. The results obtained Irom these exper irnents were

extremely good. Under such ideal conditions, the adaptive noise canceller elim

inated most of the noise. With these results in mind. it was decided to proceed with

an evaluation of the filter on the recorded noise.
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The proof of the benefit of t he noise cancellation filter can he seen from the

error rates when detel·ting the re('eivf>d signals. A random sequence of hits was gen-

erated, encoded, and added to the recorded data. The arnplir.ude of the signal was

varied to reflect different power levels of the transmitter. This signal was then

demodulated, low-pass filtered, and passed through the adaptive noise canceller.

Finally, a matched filter is used in the final detection. The error fate was deter-

mined for the various signal powers both with and without the adaptive filter in

the loop. The results of th is study are presented in Table .5.1.

Table .J.1 shows the results obtained for the three implernentation methods

for the unconstrained filter. In all cases, the adaptive filter improved the error

Table t1.1

Error Counts for L.~ nconstrained L~rS Noise Canceller

Numher of Errors

800 Trials

Signal
Method 1 Method :3 Method 2 Without NCLevel

0.010 .13 88 138 L48

0.015 :2.5 ~2 65 87
0.020 II L1 :34 45
0.030 L 2 L L4
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rate. 1'he largest perceflLJ.g(' irIlpr(}\-('fllcnt O('('llrr(\d .t t t }1(' hi~ht)~t, si~nal-to-lloi~t,

ratio. BpcalisP or litui ted o hser v.i t io n t ime (.~OO hit""). t IH' o r ro r ro u n t ~)('('C>rTH)S Z(_·('O

as the signal level l~ increas.-d. Th u-. 1(-1-..;1 rpsldt"" for v--r v IO\\f\" f-'rror rat('~ ('~~(l (Lot

be given.

It is conjectured that the poorer performance of method 2 is caused by the

presence of the <igua l to inputs of the .idu.p tive filter. The rate of «onvergence of

the L.\lS a lgor ithrn i~ dependent upon the relative signal powers of the input and

reference sig nals. .l'he addition of the signal in this implementation slows the con

vergence sul'Iic ie n t.ly to produce inferior results. L'\ -ecoud possible explanation of

the poorer performance is the slight offset or the 60 Hz fundamental frequency.

This phenomenon would shift the harmonics by different amounts so that the

demodulated signals would he dift'erent. This would result in a reference signal

which is not highly corrr-lat.ed w it.h the pr imarv input signal. Thus, the filter

adaptation will bp slowed.

Table :>.2 -hows the resu lt.s of (ISing the const ruiue-d LNIS adaptive filter.

From these experiments, it ('an he ~een that the constrained Iilter performs as well

as the unconstrained filter. lt is noted that the constra.incd filter performed

extremely poorly in method :2, and the number of errors was [lot shown. The rea

son for this behavior is the same as we mentioned above for the- unconstrained

case. The good performance or the constrained ad apt.i ve filter is encouraging since

it implies reduced COrllputation.
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'L'ahle ;).:2

Error Counts for Const.ra.ined L~[S Noise Canceller

.\Illlllber or Errors

800 rrrials

Signal
Method 1 Method 3 Method :2

Level
\Vithout NC

0.010 50 48 148

0.01.5 2.5 32 87
0.020 II L2 45
0.O~30 1 2 14

5.5.5. Summary of the Ap p llcation of the LMS Noise Canceller

The adaptive L\tlS filter was implernen ted in several different ways to cancel

the 60 Hz harmonic noise encountered on the distribution power line. The ef'fec-

tiveness of the filter was tested hy comparing detection error rates for synthetic

data signals added to actual re('orcied power line noise. The results of this study

show that the adaptive LylS filter is effective in reruovi ng a large portion of the

harmonic noise. The most significant decrease in the error rate was obtained at the

highest signal-to-noise ratio. The improvement in this r ase was about ll: Lover

detection with no noise cancellation. In contrast to the currently implemented

synchronous OLe systems. this i m p roverne n t is independent of data rates and the
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position at' the signal band.

5.5.6. Corn p ar-lson of the LMS and the LS Noise Ca.n ce ller-s

In t he pa-t t'PW .'-pars, fast, algorithms irnplemen t.ing a Ip;l:-i1, -qu ares (LS) «n

t.eriou have hpen proposed. "fh(,.\' r an bp ('Llssifif'd into t\VO ('ategorif's by their

approach to solution. One is rix{~d-ord{\r [Kalman ) type LS ulaor i t h ms, and the

other is the variable-order (Iattic(') t y p« u lgor ith ms. Because t hese fast RI.lS algo

rithms [.)~l]-[6~1.[~41 ('onvprge ra~ter than gradient-type algorithms and their signal

convergence of the-«- ra~t I{L~ ~1lgorithrns is murh less sensitive to input statisr ics.

the fast KI.l~ algorithms -hou ld have advantages in several applications. However,

it should be noticed that many applications [8'11-[~61 do requ ire the use of algo

rithms whose convergence speed depend on the input statistics.

ln this section. we applied the fast RLS algorithrns to harmonic noise cancella

tion in ()rJ( ,: system. I\S proven in Chapter ;3, the fast Kalman-type algorithms are

mathematically equivalent; thus. we demonstrated only the use of the fast Kalman

(FK) algorithm in our simulations. ,\ r--d uct.ion of hur mon ic noise power compar

able to that of the L~{S algorithrrl w.is noriced. [{esllits also showed that these

algorithms «ouveraed faster and more .miforrulv to I he harmonics than the L~'lS

a1go r i t h [fl. [r the F K ad apt iv(\ fi It p r \\1' as rro zp nat a f.i n1e when the cor re 1a tion 0 f

harmonic noise was well adapted but, t he cor relat.ion or background noise was only

slightly adapted, the error rate f,psts could show sligh tly better results than those of

the LMS algorithm (90). However the timing for freezing a proper filter response
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for noise cUllcellat.iou is «r it i.:»}. Th is tinting is at'fp('lt·d hv 111(' ('h~lflgf'~ in the di~lri-

but ion np t \V 0 rk and (,p r t a ina Ig()ri t Itt II i (' p. I ra rIteLv rg ~ I J (' h :I..., () rtj :21 (~ in('p () ( . (~ II

affect. thfl sppPd or ('onv·(\('~p(l<·p). It i-.; very difficult to oht a in ~l ~f-\t or pa ramer.er«

which alwav- ~iVt\~ ,l('ceptahlp rr-su lts. For most cases, the FK algorithm adapts to

the correlation or the b.ukarou ud noise. Th us, the error rate tests show inferior

results. The L\l~ :t1gorithrIl. in contrast to the fast f{LS algorithms. adapts more

slowly: to the correlation or hackground noise such that t.he t irning for freezing a

proper Ii lter response for noise cancellation is not as «r itica! as that of the FK algo

rithm. Therefore, the L\IS algor it.hm call be ap p liod to a wide range of distribu

tion power line communication systems. In r.he senses of a.lgor it.h([1 simplicity and

performance, it seems that the LNIS algorithm is a lxtter choi('p for adaptive noise

cancellation in distribution power line communications.

vVe now -how two examples of ~'K adaptive filters. Figure ,~.:22 was obtained

by freezing the filter at the L.:)OOth iteration with filter length N == 256, A == O.n99.

decorrelation delay == -l l , and l> == O.L. In this case the FK filter gives error rates

comparable to the LMS filter. Figure .1.~:~ \NaS obtained by freezing the filter at

the L,C)OOth iteration with :\ == ~,S6, 'A = 0.999. decor relation delay == l l , and

l> = 0.001. In this case. with a sma.ller h, the FI( filter adapts to the correlation of

the background noise; thus it gives inferior error rates . .As can be seen in Figure

,).2:3, the transition hands of the FK harmonic noise filters are wider than those of

the LNIS algorithrn in Figu re .1.16: thus excessive signal power is removed in the
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noise cancelling p!"on·~s. I"o!" 1110('(' >illlitial ion rr-su lts. the rvader is direcU'd to [qOI.

5.6. Including a liard Lin\it,l~r

~lnce the harmonic lloisl-l is [nanirt,~t,ed b v large spikes in the time domain, it

IS natural to try l.o attenuate t heir effect by preprocessing the signal with a hard

limiter. TIle signal can then he demodulated and passed through a detection filter.

The analysis of t his nonlinear processing is d iff'icuit to do analytically: thus the

work presented in this section is based on experimental simu lat ions. The goal of

this research is to further reduce the ha.rmon ir noise power by adding a hard lim

iter to harrnonic noise cancol lor.

The block diagrams of two different methods each using a clipper are shown

in Figures .=}.:2 t and .=}.:2.1. These are similar to the previous imp lementations shown

in Figures .=}.lH and .=}.~l except for t he «lippersv The clipper is operating on the raw

data signal; the adaptive filter is operating on the dernod u lat ed signal. It should he

noted that the demodulated data used by the adaptive filter was not clipped in

order to prevent undesired correlation generated by the clipping process. The

quantitative pffect of each method is measured by tho error rate achieved. This is

the quan titY "Vhichis t 0 bp rII ini[J 1ized in prae t ice . ~.\ q II ali tat ive ITleas ure 0 f the

efficacy of the methods r an he ohtained by examining the power spectrum of the

residual noise after it has passpd through the systems.

The first experirrleIlts in this sev tion we-re to determine the optimal level of

the hard limiter without an adaptive filter. Although it seems that such a level
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W 0 U 1d have bee n pre vi() lj ~ I" d(\t (-\ r rill nt'd f'o r ('0 fIl fIlII n icat ion s ys te rns w hie h are

affected by i rnpu lsiv» nON', 1\0 1't'!'Pf/'[lI'PS to such data could be fonnd. [0 the prt's

ence of white (~aussian nois» ~I hard limiter is det.r imen tnl to ,~igl1al dptP(·tion sin('~

the matched filter is then not optimal. With this in mind. it was conjectured that

the optimal level for the hard limiter would be slightly higher than the magnitude

of the communication signal. The exact level would t.hus be determined by the

power of the white C;aussian noise, n(t) in (.5.2). This conjecture proved false.

The very interesting results of this experiment showed that the impulsive

noise dominates the effects of the white noise, and the optimal level for the clipper

was well below the magnitude of the communication signal for most cases of

interest. This indicates that the effect of the impulsive harmonic noise is greater

than what would be indicated by simply considering its power.

The effect of the hard limiter on the power spectrum of the noise is shown in

Figure 5.26. This sample spectrurn corresponds to clipping the noise sample shown

in Figure 5.11 at 0.002. It is noticed that the noise power has been reduced by

about 12 dB when this spectrum is compared to that of the original noise in Figure

5.12. However, it is also OOViOllS that significant harrnonic noise is still present.

This indicates that t he addition of the adaptive noise canceller will prove to be

beneficial. To study the effect of the combination of hard limiter and adaptive

noise canceller, first consider the power spectrum of the residual noise shown in

Figure 5.27. By comparing the spectra in Figllres S.12 and 5.27, it is easy to see
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that the noise reduction offered by the combination is about :2-1 dJ3.

5.6.1. Detection Error Rates or Including a Hard Limiter

The study of the power spectrum gives a qu alitat.ive assessment or the

improvement that is expected by using the hard limiter. The quantitative effects

of changing the clipping level remains to be in vest ieuted ..\ quantitative measure

of the effect of the level used with the hard limiter alone is shown in the sequence

of curves plotted in Figure ,5.28. Each curve represents a fixed «ornmunication sig-

nal magnitude. \vhere the error rate is plotted against the level of the hard limiter.

As can be seen f'rorn Figure 5.:28, the optimal level of the clipper depends on the

signal
level
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o 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.08

Clipping Values

Fig. 5.28 Error Hates vs. Clipping Values at Different Signal Powers

without the Noise Canceller
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relative level of sig[l~tl and \\ hitf l flOt-..,(' po wrr . \'ihPrt the ""ign:d ltl:l~[litlld(' was 10\\/

(.OOS), optirnal ('lipPln~ If'\ (II '.\ .1" -l iz h r lv .rho vo t he signal rll;L~nit 1/41t,. For the ruid

dle signal tn.i an i t ud« {.OIO} t ~It\ C'pl irnal levpl \V~i~ wo ll ~H\I()\\ I htl "':I~nal rll:l~nitllde

Finally. ill the (":)~(. of t lu- hi~ll(l~t siu nal-to- noise ratio (.01.-)1 rh« IflV(,1 of the hard

limiter is rl'lati\'('ly iu-e nsit ive below a certain value . .l\s in t he pre-vious sirnula.t ions

these curves were ~enerated using a bit rate of SOO bps. with a (,~lrrif'r frequency of

6000 Hz. Similar curves were generated for several other combinations of bit rates.

'[he carrier frequency was constant throughout these simulations.

After study ing the effect of the hard limiter alone, the pffect of the addition of

the adaptive L~rS noise canceller was determined. Before showing the results of the

addition of the adu p t i ve filter, it is informative to rcra ll the effect of the noise can-

celler alone. The power -per t rurn corresponding to the recorded noise of Figure

.=).11 is shown in Figllrf' .).11. ~otice that the peak value of the noise power is

sligh tly below t hat res III t ing t'rom t he ('asp of t he hard limi tel" alone h II t that t hpre

remains significant correlated noise (i.e. harmonic noise ) at a higher level than

shown ill Figure .1.26. The pffect on the error rate is shown in Table ;).;~. Cornpar

ing this table to Tables .1.1 and S.2 shows that the opt imal hard limiter alone per

forms better than the adapti ve noise canceller alone. It should bp noted that fpw

hard limiters which are used in practical DLC) systems are set to their optimal

level. lndeed, this would be d ilf'ir u lt to do since the noise on the distribution line is

constantly changing.
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Table .).3

Error Counts for Noise Canceller with/without Clipper

Number of Errors

800 Trials

Signal
Without Clipper With Clipper

Lev-el With NC Without NC With NC vVithout NC

0.005 61 135

0.010 53 148 8 34
0.015 25 87 1 o

0.020 11 4,5

0.030 1 14

To obtain a measure of the quantitative improvement of combining adaptive

noise canceller and hard limiter. the error rate is shown in Figure .S.:29. Again, each

curve represents a fixed communication signal magnitude. The bit rate and carrier

for this figure is the same as in Figure .5.28. It can be seen that the optimal level of

the hard limiter has been increased by the addition of the adaptive noise canceller.

Note that the optimal level is now well above the magnitude of the cornmu nication

signal. This prevents removing excessive communication signal power. Of course,

this also means that the optimal configllration will pass more harmonic noise.

However, the noise can then be further reduced bya noise canceller to produce a

final signal-to-noise ratio which is higher than can be obtained by the clipper
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5.6.2. Summary of the Addition a Hard Limiter

The optimal level of the hard limiter in distribution power line cornrnunica-

tion systems has been investigated. The optimal level was found to lie below the

level of the communication signal in cases where the error rate is close to that

required for actual communication. The addition of an adaptive noise canceller has

been shown to further reduce the error rate in the presence of a hard limiter. The

improvement in this case was about 5: L over detection with a hard limiter alone

and was about 87: Lover detection with no adaptive noise canceller or hard limiter.
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The ()p t i Inalleve1 for t. he ItCL rd Ii [It i r (:\ r i~ i 11 (' rp asod hy t It~ \ If L(' IIIS ion 0 f the :Ida p I i Vp

noise canceller which can be llSf'd to Iu rt.ho r dpcrease the error r.it« OVC'f t h»t

obtained by using the op tirual hard limiter alone. While it was notpd that rhp

optimal hard limiter alone resulted in a lower error rate than the noise ('au('(-l11t1f

alone, it should be remembered that the optimal level for the hard limiter is diffi

cult to obtain ill practice. Since the adaptive filter does not depend upon

knowledge of t he rr-ln t ive signal levels, it appears to be a valuable addition to

receiver technology in ()L( f -ystems.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND FURTHER RESEARCH

6.1. Summary of New Contributions

During the course of this research. some well-known and newly developed

adaptive algorithms were investigated and applied to harmonic noise cancellation

in distribution power line communications (DLC).

The new contributions are:

A unified derivation of fast RLS algorithms

Several newly developed fast RLS algorithms were derived independently,

from different approaches; no connection had previously been made. The unified

derivation of the fast RLS algorithms reveals certain relationships among the algo

rithmic quantities defined in the different algorithms. Through a careful examina

tion of these quantities and the initial conditions, we proved the mathematical

equivalence of the algorithms. We also proposed an improved rescue variable

which can indicate the tendency of algorithm divergence earlier than previously

proposed rescue variables.

The derivation of constrained adaptive algorithms

A comprehensive analysis of the constrained LMS algorithm was given. A gen

eralized derivation of the constrained RLS algorithm was given. The constrained

fast RLS algorithms, which require less computation if the number of active filter
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taps per block is less than the square root of a block length, were derived. These

constrained adaptive algorithms can be applied to several problems such as DLe

harmonic noise cancellation, the long-term prediction in adaptive predictive coding

for speech signals, and the correction of multipath propagation channels. The con

strained LMS algorithm, which can increase computational efficiency by up to

93% was applied to DLe harmonic noise cancellation, while error rates comparable

were observed.

Adaptive noise canceller with hard limiter for DLC systems

We found that adaptive noise cancellers benefit signal detection in distribu

tion power line communications either in the presence or absence of hard limiters.

This noise reduction is independent of the signal transmission rate, the modulation

scheme, and the position of the signal spectrum.

Adaptive filter structures for DLC systems

An adaptive filter structure, which adapts to harmonic statistics while the

data signal is absent and freezes the filter response for noise cancellation when sig

nal is present, was developed. However, this scheme requires signal interruption

and more complicated synchronization. Therefore, a special adaptive filter struc

ture was developed, which adapted the filter response from out-of-band harmonic

noise and copied this filter to the noise cancelling processor for cancelling the in

band harmonic noise. Thus, simultaneous signal transmission and noise cancella-
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tion was possible.

The optimal DLC harmonic noise cancelling filter

IIR and FIR implementations of DLC harmonic noise cancelling filters were

considered in Chapter ,1. Since an IIR-type filter reduces to an FIR filter in the dis

tribution power line environment, FIR filters were adopted for DLC harmonic

noise cancellation. Assuming stationarity of the input process, the optimal FIR

DLC harmonic noise cancelling filter was derived. Based on this work, we can

determine how the optimal filter response depends on the drifting power fre

quency, the drifting harmonic bandwidth, and the ratio of harmonic to back

ground noise power. We showed that the previously derived constrained adaptive

algorithms can be applied to OLe harmonic noise cancellation. We also set up a

rule of thumb for estimating the required filter length for DLC harmonic noise can-

cellation.

Complex demodulation

As noted in Chapter I), standard real demodulation may double the number of

harmonics in the signal band; thus, excessive signal power may be removed by

adaptive filtering. A scheme which uses standard complex demodulation and some

other operations was developed to demodulate DLC signals without doubling the

number of harmonics.

The comparison of different adaptive algorithms
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The timing for freezing the filter response for noise cancellation is very critical

for the fast RLS algorithms. However, we found that the LMS algorithm works

consistently over a wide range of changing OLe environments. In the sense of sig

nal detection and computational complexity, it seems that the LMS algorithm is a

better choice for OLe harmonic noise cancellation.

6.2. Further Research

(1) Although several different rescue variables were proposed to reset the fast

RLS algorithms before divergence, further research work investigating the

mechanisms of the accumulation and the propagation of local/global numeri

cal errors must be done. Only through the understanding of these mechan

isms can the numerical instability of fast RLS algorithms be completely

solved.

(2) We believe that the constrained fast RLS algorithms given in Chapter 3 and

Appendix B are not optimal in the sense of storage and computational com

plexity. More efficient constrained fast RLS algorithms should be pursued.

(3) The OLe adaptive noise canceller which uses the out-of-band noise as a refer

ence input did not work consistently. More research work could be done to

possibly improve the effectiveness of this scheme.

(4) The timing for freezing 0 LC harmonic noise cancelling filters and the choice

of parameters for the fast RLS algorithms are so critical that we recommand
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the use of the LMS algorithm. However. further research should be done to

determine whether there is any practical method to automatically freeze the

filter and set parameters for the fast RLS algorithms.

(5) The effectiveness of adaptive noise cancellation in DLC for very low error

rates was not tested because of large computational requirements and funding

constraints. Either a prototype of the method proposed in this dissertation

should be tested in real environment, or a suitable statistical model should be

developed to test the case of very low error rates.

(6) Error control coding should be investigated so that error rates for OLe sys

tems can be further reduced.

(7) As previously noted, real demodulation may double the number of harmonics

in the signal band; thus, excessive signal power may be removed by adaptive

filtering. Complex demodulation can be used to overcome this problem. More

simulations should be done to determine the cost effectiveness of complex

demodulation.

(8) The method proposed for DLe noise cancellation in this dissertation could be

implemented in real-time application using signal processing chips such as the

TMS 320.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF CONSTRAINED LMS ALGORITHM

USING LAGRANGE-MULTIPLER TECHNIQUE

Frost [25] used the Lagrange-multipler technique in deriving a frequency-

domain constrained L~lS algorithm for a constrained adaptive antenna array.

Here, we will derive a time-domain constrained LIvIS algorithm in a similar way.

For a generalized constrained problem, we assume that there is an Nxl weight vee-

tor where .J taps of this vector are constrained to be constants. Let eN] be an NxJ

constraint matrix, f J be a Jxl vector which contains the desired values of the con-

strained taps, WN be an Nxl constrained weight vector, YN( r~) be an Nxl input

vector which contains the most recent N data samples, d(n) be the desired input at

time fi, and e(n) be the prediction error at time n. The constrained LMS problem is

stated:

(A. l )

(~~\. 2)

where C
NJ

= [C I C2 ... Ci ••. cJl. and CIT = [000 ... 1 ... 000] where

the position of one coresponds to the tap which is constrained.

A projection matrix was defined in Chapter 4,

I C C T (A.3)PNN = - NJ NJ·

As noted, P
NN

is an orthogonal projection operator [90]. Adjoining the constraint

equation (A.2) to the cost function (A.i) with a Jx l vector (XJ, whose elements are



undetermined Lagrange m u lt.ip lir-rs, yields

{E[d :! ] '1rT + TR t T[(,r-- - yd W N IV IV yy u: V f 4- l~ I\" II' ,v -- f.J]' (_'\. Il)

where 'yd is.the crosscorrelutiou ver tor hetween y and d, and Ryy is the au tocorre-

lation matrix of y. Taking the derivative of (A.-i) with respect to WN, and setting

this gradient to zero yields

Therefore, the optimal filter is given by

* R - L[ 1 c ]w1v == yy ryd - - -'Nia] ,
2

(A.5)

(A.6)

where UJ remains to be determined. The vector of Largrange multipliers can be

evaluated from the constraint equation (.L~.2):

C T *-f -CTR- L
[,ViwN - ] - N] yy ryd (A.7)

It follows that LX} is given by

- ~ [ -, T R - LC" j - L( C" T R -- L
a..! - 2 (IV.! yy LV] . ,V} yy r yd - f]), (A.8)

where the existence of [Cf~lRy; l CN11- l is guaranteed by the fact that Ryy is posi-

tive definite and CJ] has full row rank [90]. Substituting (A.8) into (.~.6) yields

the optimal constrained filter vector:

w~ = Ry;lrYd - Ry;lCN1[CJ1Rl/ylCN.lrl[CJ1Ry;lryd - Ill· (A.LO)

For our special case, we will assume that f] is a zero vector. Equation (A.10) thus

becomes



:; R - 1
U1;y == yy r yd R ,( " . ((. r Et ' ( , 1 1C T R -1

sv ,\ I \.1 lJ.'J -' :V./ j'Y) yy ryd'

1;~ !}

(:\.l L)

ln tu itively, the optimal con-t rained filter vector UJj~ is obtained by subtracting the

constraint effect (the second t errn or (It-\.ll)) from the unconstrained optimal filter

para m e te rs (t he firs t te rm 0 f (r\. 1L)).

Based on the results shown above, the constrained LNIS algor ithm is ready to

be derived. The iterative procedure for (..\.12) is updated by taking the present

filter value and adding a change to it proportional to the negative of the gradient

in (..\.S). This yields

wN(n) = wN(n-l) - J.l.[2R yy llJ,y ( n - L) - 2ryd + G~NJaJ(n)], (A.12)

where f.L is the step size for the algorithrn. Note that an initial guess of the weight

vector WN(O) must satisfy

cJJW/y(O) = OJ.

Premu lt.iplying (A.12) by C/~Jand using the (A.12) constraint yields

(A.13)

C;~f wv(n) = OJ = CJJWN(n -1) +2~CJJryd --2~ Cl~f RlJY w;v( rt : L) - ~CJJC~j\xH~)·

Consequently, the Lagrange multiplier is given by

T (.,) L C'tT. ( )uJ(n) = - CNJ(2RyyWNn)-2ryd + - iYJWN n .
J.1

Substituting (A.I5) into (l\.l~) yields

(A.15)

1 T (A.. to)
= wN(n-1) - ~[(I-C,vJC~f)(2RyyWN(n-l)-2ryd)+ ;CNJCN.lWN(n ~L)l·

Substituting the definition of the projection matrix of (A.3) into (i\. L6) yields



wN(n) = PNN[W,y(n - L) :..'./-l(R!lywy(n L) -ryd'lj.

Since the signal stat ist ics .i.re unknown [R Il'\,(n. . , yy. I )

140

(:\.17 )

r t] must he estimated.
'II

The instantaneous est imut.e can be written as

estimated quan t ity into (.\.17) yields

t; (II, )Y.v( n) [lJ. Subst itut.ing this

(.:\.18)

This recursion is similar to that or the unconstrained LivlS algorithm except that a

new weight vector is premultiplied by a projection rnatr ix. This projection opera-

tion can be geometrically interpreted as projecting the updated vector,
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APPENDIX B

THE CONSTRAINED FAEST AND FTF ALGORITHMS

The ronstrained Fr~~S1"' and [~"'1"'ri' algorithms can be derived using similar

approach similar to that in Chapter :3. Since the derivation is straightforward, W~

will summarize the steady state computat ional procedures of these two algorithms.

The reader should refer to Chapters :3 and -1 for the notation used in this appendix.

Summary of the Constrained FAEST Algorithm

EpH(n) = YpH(n) - Al(n-H)yLH(n-H)

epH( n) = Epll(n)[3HH( n - H)- L

-
k (n) -

(L + p)H

, T
Epp(n) == Epp(n-H) + epH(rt)EpH(n)

Ep; l(n )epH( n)

., 1 ' ('YpH(n) = f pp (n-H)~pH n)

=
m~H( n)

I--l;H(n)

[3~H(n) = [3HH(n H) + Ep~(n)Ep;l(n -- H)EpH(n)

[3HH(n) = [3~H(n) + l--l;lt(n)'YpH(n)

rpH(n) = 'Y pH(n)[3HH(n)-1

Fpp(n) = Fpp(n-H) + rpH(n)'Yp~(n)

I T
DLp(n) = DLp(n-H) + kLH(n)rpH(n)



Summary of the constrained FTF algorithm

EpH( n) == Y H( n) - ll[Tp( n 1/ ) 'II (n Ef)p .I • •J l.H \

k (n) -
(L -t-p)H -

kLH(n~H) + ALp(n)Ep;lepH(n)

=
ntLH(n)

~~H(n)

kLH(n) = m~H(n H) + DLp(n H)IJ..~H(n)

"YpH(n) = Fppl(n -H)IJ..pH(n)

, -l
(XHH(n) == ciflH(n {f)Epp("n -H)Epp (n)

, , T -1 1
aHH( n) = aHH( n)[ [ + (;iHH( n hpH( n )Epp (n - H)EpH( n)1

TpH(n) == ~pHln)CtHH(n)

Fpp(n) = Fpp(n -H) + rpH(nhp~(n)

, T
DLp(n) = DLp(n-H) + kLH(n)rpH(n)


